


























































Santa Claus will visit Fulten
in person Saturday afternoon
between the hours of 1:30 and
4: p. m., walking up and down
the business streets, giving away
free candies to the children; and
making holiday shopping a gay
affair for Fultop shoppers. -
For those who are unable to
in Fulton this Saturday for their
Christmas shopping, Santa will
return the following Saturday
(Christmas eye) for appearance
during the same hours.
Santa's appeararice is spon-




, A benefit motion picture show
will _be given Saturday morn-
ing at the Fulton Theatre, with
sole apnission being a can of
food, or some other form of food
to fill- Christmas baskets for
Fulton's needy families.
A good prograin has been
scheduled. and everyene who
cen come is urged to attend and
contribute their offering to
this worthy cause. There will
be no cash admission charged.
• The Christmas basket project,
for which the food will be used,
is sponsored by the Fulton
Young Men's Business Club.
--Buy TB Seals 
Msttie De;r. colored columnist
for the Fulton News is a widow
again. Mattie told us that her re-
cent husband departed about 10
days ago on Thursday and was
married the following Saturday.
When asked how he could have
found another wife so quickly,
Mattie Dear said: "He must hdve
did a little courtin' on the side
before he left me." Now don't
think Mattie Dear wits depressed
4•41,
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Sweetheart of Theta Chi
Marilee Beadles and Gordon Hudson
A "Sweetheart of a sweetheart"
is the title the News bestows on
Marilee Beadles. to go with the
title She has just received as
"dreani girl of Theta Chi" free
ernity at Florida Southern Col-
lege et Lakeland. Florala Mar;
lee, (laughter ofw Mr. and Mrs.
Frank T. Beadles, and a sopho-
more at Florida Southern recent-
ly made the news column of the
Lakeland (Fla.) Ledger with a
big picture snowing her receiving
the sweetheart pin from Gordon
Hudson, president of Theta Chi
at the annual Coronation Ball
Stunning, vivacious, "dream
girl. Marilee will reign in her
regal role until the Coronation
Lan next year.
Graduating from the Fulton
!lab. School in June 1948, Miss
Be3dles was cheerleader for the
Bulldogs and in her senior year
was crowned queen of the an-
nual iootball homecoming cele-
bration.
Taking a general academic
, course at the Florida school. Miss
I Beadles is a rare combination of







Needed in Health Dept.;
Full Time Doctor, Salary Raises Possible
Dr. Tracy Jones Says Salary Scale Here lrA & P Employees Given , f B PPESIDENT$2.250,000 Xmas Bonus
A Christmas bonus tejaling $2,
250,000 will be distabuted among
employees of The Great Atlantic
& Pacific Tea Company on Dec-
ember 16, it was announced by
John A. Hartford, chalfinan of
the board.
All A & P employees through-
out the country with six months
or more service will participate
in the pre-holiday cash distribt-
hen. Last year the company vot-
ed employee bonuses totaling $2,-
100,000.
 Buy TB Seals 
PEACE TO ATTEND
BASEBA1L MEETING
Shelby Peace. president of the
Kitty League will be present at
a meeting to be held in Fulton on
January 8. K. P. Dalton, presi- Policy with regard to price sup-
dent of the Fulton Baseball Asso- port legislation has been based
ciation announced today on a firm belief in individual in-
itiative and rewards based on
work done on services rendered.
ATTACKS PLAN
Rules and other matters per-
taining to the welfare of the 1950
baseball sehison will be brought
up at the meeting.
All clubs in the Kitty League,
including the newest club, Jack
son, Tenn., will be represented at
the meeting.
Since Draft Day for Class D
ball players was December 8 the
Fulton Baseball Association faces
the loss of s'x players to the draft.
They are. Ned Waldrop, Junior
Cunningham. Carl Ashford, Curt
Englebright, Ralph Brawner and
Ivan Kuester, the local manager.
The prssident of the American
Farm Bureau Federation, Allan
Kline, has described a govern-
ment guarantee of high...prices for
term products as the -beginning
of the end of personal liberty for
farmers. Kline renewed his at-
tack on the Brannan farm pro-
pram at the federation's conven-
tion in Chicago today. Kline and
other federation leaders are bit-
terly onposed to the plan offered
by Agriculture Secretary,Charles
Brannan. This plan would let
prices of perishable farm pro-
ducts reach their naturkl level.
with the government making up
the difference between the mar-
ket price and a pre-determined
return of profit.
Kline said that Farm Bureau
Buy TB Seals—
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Next Tuesday noon, members
of the Fulton Rotary Club will
have a Christmas party follow-
ing their luncheon. Each mem-
ber is requested to bring a gift,
costing not more than 50c for
the affair
This w:11 be the Club's last
meeting of the year, it being
customary to dispense with the
meeting between the holidays.
held at the swank Sororsis Club. drawl, and her gracious manner ruck-Car Accident TakesPi national social sorority.She is a member of Alpha Delta
in her Florida tan, her souther, •
life of :4:4 Roy Matheny
about the matter. She was in high
NEW AWARDS FORspirits. When we suggested she Local Music Studentsmight have a dull Christmas
without a husband, she whisper-
ed: "Don't you know they is
plenty of men." Mattie has reduc-
ed. looks younger. She said her
slender figure was due to hard
work. Mettle Dear has never
seemed quite contented since Hun
went away to heaven. You recall
he was the subject of most of the
articles in her weekly column
—Buy Ti3 Seals----
Mattie Dear is no character of
fiction. She is a real live person
whoin your News editor "discov-
ered" in the days before the war
when we were seeking colorful
correspondents for a daily paper
we had just organized in Mississ-
ippi. Mattie says that she is com-
ing to Fulton someday, and we
hope that as soon as we get bet- I
ter organized we will invite her
up.
Buy TB Seals—
There is a joke going around
on a Fulton County teacher like
this--The bank called her. stat-
ing she had overdrawn her ac-
count. She was much dfiltressed
and promptly agreed tolake care
of the matter. So she Mat wrot
another check for the amount o
the shortage and obligingly sent
St to the bank. We are sure she is
not teaching in the Commercial
Department.
—Buy TB Seals—
Poochie, the constant compan-
ion and "little shadow" of Eliza-
beth Witty is dead. She died last
week after a few hours illness.
and her untimely death has caus-
ed much sorrow and loneliness in
the neighborhood. While Poochie
was the dog belonging to Frank
Cequin on Walnut street, she
never missed a day visiting and
enjoying the day with friends.
Folks would often see Poochie
walking down the street and
know that Elizabeth was not far
behind. She spent the night at the
Cequins, but morning faiund her
at the Witty home. About six
years old, she developed an ill-
ness about eight one night and
died at eleven. Frank buried her
near the front of the house, so
that she could keep a watchful
eye on her beloved ones.
—Buy TB Seals--
A new sign painter has arrived
in Fulton. He is C. W. Brown,
formerly of Rosswell, N. M. A
veteran of five years service in
the Air Force as artist, he invites
you to call on him at his Ad-Art
Sign Service in the Whitnel
Building, for, any and all kinds
(Continld on *Page 6)
TB Seals---
FUTURE FARMERS
A new award, to encourage
farm youth, The Kentucky Fu-
ture Farmers of America Soil and
Water Conservation Contest. is
now open to state F F. A. mem-
bers who are establishing them-
selves in agriculture.
The Contest offers $240 in
prizes and is sponsored by The
Courier-Journal, The Louisville
Times and WHAS, in cooperation
with the state Future Farmers of
America Association and the
state office of the Soil Conserva-
tion Service, U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
Contest report forms and infor-
mation can be obtained from the
Kentucky Association of Future
Farmers of America, State Capi-
tol, Frankfort, Ky., or from the
Promotion Department, The
Courier-Journal, The Louisv+Ile
Times and WHAS, Louisville 2,
Ky.
The contest period shall in-
clude any 12 consecutive months
period which ends between Jan-
uary 1 and March 1, 1950 for dis-
trict entries which will also be
eligible for the state contest The
contest period for state entries
only is any consecutive 12 months




Several members of the Ful-
ton High School band were visi-
tors in Murray on Monday when
they participated in the annual
Quad-State Music Festival. The
group was accompanied by M3r-
shal Cothran, band director.
Richard Farrell, director of the
Murray College Band, was guest
director of the festival band.
composed of members from Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, Illinois arei
Missouri. -
Members from Fulton attend-
ing were: Jerry Atkins, Joyce
rields, Janet Verhine, Godfrey
Binfrird, Joan Latta, James Wind-
sor, Donald Mac Speight, Bobby
Boaz, Wendell Norman. Bobby
Dawes, Bailey Binford, Winkie
Voeglie, Charles Andrews, Nancy
Breedon, Marilyn Butler, Ted
Goodwin, Jerry Johnson. Jerry
Hawks, Don Wr:ght, Joe Bowers.
Aorna Satterfield.
To Broadcast on WENK
Saturday morning December 17
from 9:15 to 9:30 Mrs. • Beulah
Burnett will sponsor a radio pro-
eram over WENK _in Union City.
The program is as follows:
Carolyn Roberts will play, Ade-
ste Fidelis, with chimes. Carmen
Pigue will play, Rustle of Spring,
Sinding: Anne .Latta will play,
Prelude in C Sharp Minor, Bach-
manioff; Jean Crocker and Mar-
ian Daws will play a piano duet,
Le Carillon (The Bells).
Mrs. Burnett's studio is at 500
Second street.
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COUNTY FARMERS IN
SUPPORT PROGRAM
Fulton County Farmers have
placed 20,621 bushels of 1949
corn under loan in the Govern-
ment price support program,
Chas. E. Wright, chairman of the
County PMA Committee reports.
These loans total $30,050.18 and
were made to twenty-eight pro-
ducers in the county. In addition
for loans and these applications
are now being processed.
Corn loan rates under the pro-
eram are based on 90 percent of
the parity price of corn as of
October 1, 1949, as required by
eontrolling legislation. The Ful-
ton County loan rate is $1.46 per
kushel on the basis of corn grad-
ing U. S. No. 3.
These price support loans will
ae available to growers on the
1949 crop until March 31, 1950,
Mr. Wright said. These loans are
available on farm-stored corn
only.
Farmers having corn produced
this year and grading U. S. No. 3
or better or U. S. No. 4 on test
weight only and meeting moisture'
requirements for safe storage are




Is your Christmas shopping
list giving you worries? Forget
'em. Do your shopping the easy
way. Send a year's subscription
for the Fulton County News. In
Fulton County and within a
twenty-mile area you may get
this _ inexpensive gift for $2.00
Outside of this area it is $2.50 a
year.
We will send an attractive gift
card. Just a call to 470 your shop-
`ping is over.
Mrs. Ruby Matheriy, 27, mother
of two children and the daughter
of Mrs. Lonnie Jackson, a nurse
at Haws Hospital, met a tragic
death late Wednesday afternoon,
when the car she was driving
struck the concrete abutment of
LOW-RENT HOUSING
FOR UC RESIDENTS
As the result of an approval
granted last Friday by the Public
Housing authority of the United
States, 165 low-rent dwelling un-
its will be erected in Union City
next year to relieve a shortage of
houses, provide good quarters for
low-income families, and elimin-
ate the use of slum areas in the
city, it was announced today by
Bert C. Cox, chairman of the
Union City Housing Authority,
which was established in 1941.
It was estimated today by per-
sons other than members of the
Union City Housing Authority
that the construction of the 165
units will cost in the neighbor-
hood of $1,500,000.
Mr. Cox was notified late Yes-
terday afternoon by Sens. Estes
Kefauver and K. D. McKellar,
and by Congressman Jere Coop-
er, that the Public Housing Au-
thority had approved the constru-
ction of 75 low-rent dwelling un-
its in Union City, and in addition
had authorized a preliminary loan
of $25,000 for planning.
a bridge near McConnell, throw-
ing her body into the path of a
truck she was attempting to pass.
An employee of the Martin
Garment factory, she was return-
ing home from work when the
accident occurred. State Highway
Patrolmen Bob Baird and Robert
Clarke who witnessed the acci-
dent said that Mrs. Matheny at-
tempted to pass the large truck
and lost control of the car. Her-
man D Hann, a driver of the
truck of Grand Rapids, Mich., was
not arrested when police said the
accident was unavoidable.
Mrs. Matheny was the wife of
Doyle Matheny, a farmer of near
McConnell. Following the acci-
dent she was taken to the Martin
Hospital, where she was pronoun-
ced dead on arrival. Winstead-
Murphy Funeral Home at Martin,
Tenn. is in charge of arrange-
ments.
The body arrived in Fulton
from Martin at four o'clock
Thursday afternoon and funeral
services are tentatively scheduled
at three Friday afternoon, pend-
ing the arrival of a sister from
Detroit. Rev: J. T. Drace, pastor
of the South • Fulton Baptist
Church will conduct the services.
In addition to her husband and
her mother, she leaves- two
daughters, Doris Fay and Barb-
ara Matheny; her father Garvie
Jackson, oe McConnell; two
brothers, Elbeft and Robert of
Fulton; a sister, Mrs. Ruthie Mor-
gan of Detroit and a grandmother,
Mrs. Nev. Sandford of McCon-
nell.
• % Minority: Fiscal Court Needs Help
In Mectiag Offer Of State
In a telephonic conversation with the editor of the Fulton Coun-
ty News, Dr. Tracy Jones, Director of the State Department of
Health, said that if other county departments would cooperate with
the Fiscal County Court, that perhaps a full time le alth doctor could
be secured for Fulton County. The call from Dr. Jones was made to
substantiate and elaborate upon a letter received by the News on
Thursday, which set forth the possibilities of securing a raise for the
six workers of the Fulton County Health Department.
I its no wonder the boys think of
I her as a dream come true.
Dr. Jone said that in practical-
ly every county in the State such
agencies a s the County
Boards of Educat:on, the s.ity
Governments and even civie and
cultural organizations contri-
buted toward the finance of the
county health departments.
In Fulton County where 14
cents per capita is contributed
to public health, the State
average per capita is 59c. Dr.
Jones said that Judge Homer J.
Roberts had evinced more than
the usual interest in securing a
raise for the county health
workers, but that the fiscal
court was the only county ag-
ency contributing to the support
of the department, and that the
14c per capita was good, con-
sidering the circumstances.
Last year, Dr. Jones said
there was a general feeling in
TWO WEEKS LEFT
FOR ACP SIGN-UP
Just two weeks are left for
Fulton County farmers to com-
plete conservation practices in the
1949 Agricultural Conservation
Program, Chas. E. Wright, chair-
man of the County PMA Commit-
tee, reminds farmers this week.
The 1949 ACP ends on Decem-
ber 31.
Farmer. who have comple
their conservation plans for tesit
year are urged to report their
projects to the County PMA offi-
ce. Sales slips on purchases `of
conservation materials, seed tags
other required evidence should
be presented when reports are
made.
The county office personnel
will be.in Fulton at the Southern
States Co-Operative Store, one
block East of Post Office, Wed-
nesday, December 21, to receive
performance reports.
 Buy TB Seals---
NEW POSTAL RATES
ON XMAS MAILING
Christmas cards, this year will
require a 2-cent stamp instead of
cents as has been the case in
the past, local postal authorities
announced.
The change was made last Jan-
uary when new postal rates went
into effect and therefore the gen-
eral public is not familiar with
the new rate as applies to Christ-
Inas cards.
"We are taking this opportunity
to inform the public of the change
in order that no delays will oc-
cur because of insufficient post-
age. Postal clerks can do nothing
but return your cards if they do
not have the required 2-cent
stamp affixed."—W. T. Browning,
acting postmaster said.
When sealed, Christmas cards
require the usual three cent




When Christmas comes at
"Breezycrest", the lovely country
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Jenkins in the Bowers commun-
ity, it comes with all the senti-
ment and lovliness of the old-
fashioned celebration. In the
Iserne. which Mr. and Mrs. Jenk-
ins have tranformed into a gay
and extra liveable cottage. a
scintilleting Christmas tree has
been erected. It is bright and
cheery, not so much because it is
sparkling silver, but because it
was made, and we do mean made,
by Mrs. Jenkins herself. .
From a bare sassafras tree Mrs.
Jenkins has molded a study in
winter elegance, She painted the
sassafras branches in silver and
from a florist shop bought silver
foliage and adorned each twig
and limb with the sparkling pur-
chases With the varied-colored
lights and the tinsel falling grace_
fully from the limbs, the picture
window. which overlooks the
country-side at Breezycrest, is
really a sight to behold night and
day.
But decorating that Christmas
tree was almost routine with the
talented Mrs. Jenkins.'She paints
beautifully aud her home is made
more beautiful as a result of her
handiwork on her china, the
fireplace, the walls and a dozen
little places where that extra ad-
ded touch is needed.
But in that household there's
another very talented inhabitant.
Mr. Jenkins, who arms the pro-
fitable way, tends 135 chickens,
arises at daybreak to milk from
four to six cows, tends the garden
and many other chores and also
finds time to make bookshelves,
odds and ends of furniture and
other gadgets to make Breezy-
crest the real modern day ex-
ample of comfortable living.
it isn't surprising then that
they love flowers. 4rItHe've trans-
formed their home into a bower
of loveliness.
—Buy TB Seala---
the county that perhaps some,
help could be secured from the
Boards of Education and the
city governments. "If this could
be done," he said, "not only
could the workers get a raise,
but vsith the relaxation of the
State salary limits, perhaps a
county doctor could be secured:-
He was aware of the possible
vacancy in the efficient person-
nel of the department and ex-
pressed his regret if this would
happen.
Dr. Jones' letter follows:
Gentlemen.
In answer to your inquiries
in your letter of December
12th, our Division of Finance
cooperates with us and any
county departanent of health
at any time in any way possi-
ble to adjust or revise a county
department of heafth budget
when either additional Feder-
al, State or local monies are
available for that particiallar
county's budget
Your second question — the
Fulton County Department of
Health was informed, agog
vith every other county de-
partment of health in Kea-
tucky, of the amount of State
and Federal ftmds we had
available for their programa
for this current fiscal year.
Although we received a reduc-
ed amount of Federal nannies
for this year, we are able ta
maintain appropriations te the
various comity departaitentit of
health Oil the same basis of
last floral year's program. We
further informed all Ute now
ty departments of health Dot,
while we did not have extra
monies for what we consider-
ed minimum salary increases
-vhich were long overdue ter
the most of Ute various sou
ty health personnel our Stew.-
it System had set up plans mid
we would approve and es-
courage the varies:as count/eat
providing the necessary nasson
locally for these wage lb-,
creases would be made.. Sae*
county vras aLso informed ef
the amount necessary to go la
an incieased compensation
plan. Some sixty MI) KIM-
tucky counties have furnished
the necssary extra local mov-
ies so that their county health
employees might receive Mel!
increases in 'cages.
And to further answer row
third question — the Fulton,
County Department of Health
employees' salaries do ost
compare favorably with the
majority of the eotrnty depart-
ments of health employees iw
Kentucky's counties. They de
compare on an equal Muds
with the other county depart-
ments of health in Kentnallty
which are in the minority that
did not receive enough extra
local money to permit them to
go to an increased compensa-
tion ulan.
For the pa.st few aseedber
Fulton County has narticipatei
in a public health program
that amounted to 91,- cap-
ita, but State arid Fee ' mon-
ey furnished '77e_ of t' - while
only 14c per capita -- pro-
vided by local monee. AN
K en tuck y's county -•
ments of health wee-, -,essirodt
that if at any time -'-- the
filscal year we rms.' ^4•11-
tional State or Fedee--1 money,
they would share i- its iris-
tribution accordime to their
local annropriation. I believe
this information will serve to
answer your inquiries.
sonrpeinte your writing
Utt and e-,rticularly the
amount of intrest that you are
directing toward the program
of your Fillton County De
nartment of Health. Please
feel free to Call upon us at
any time.
Sincerely,
Traey Jones, lit D. Director,
Division of Coma? Health
Work.
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They Guard Our Health Let's
Guard Their Pay
Two weeks ago the News reported in a
factual news story that the County Fiscal
Court had refused the offer or the State De-
partment of Health to increase the salaries
of the employees of the Fulton County Health
Department. Whatever the basic reasons be-
hind the refusal is a matter of important con-
cern to every citizen in Fulton County_
It is of greater importance today when
learn that a very efficient and very thorough
employee of that county department is con-
sidering a more lucrative position in a neigh-
boring county. The loss would be a keen one
for Fultonians.
Public health generally, is taken much
for granted. It is in the same category as effi-
ardent public utilities, whose tremendous
worthineSs is only felt when something goes
wrong. We are reminded of the ret-ent epi-
demic of polio in other counties when Fulton
was blessed with only a minimum of cases.
The control of the disease here just didn't
happen_ It was kept under control by the
heroic and viligant work done by the em-
ployees in our health department who braved
the elements and the ravages of the disease
to keep our children free of infection.
Polio, rat control, clean restaurants, ord-
erly garbage disposal, prevention of conta-
gious diseases, are only a few of the hundreds
of tasks done by these sacrificing- workers,
A et when a remunerative reward is sOught for
1.1eir efforts, a lesser project is given gre_ater
consideration.
When the health worker told us, "some-
body can replace us," we vrere renSided of
the old saying, "as the twig is bent, g grows
tree_." In this day and age, when efficient
State workers are at a premium because of
poor salaries, we cannot help but realize that
ito make a replacement at this time is poor
economy.
We think the salary increase for our
health department workers is a worthy pro-
ject for all Fulton County civic organizations
to undertake_ We especially would like the
members of the Citizens Health Committee
to do a little investigating to see if all poirsaile
means have been exploited to secure the
raise for the six members of the unit, who do
'the work of guarding the public health of
many thousands of citizens_
A Dew hundred dollars increase in the
Fiscal Court budget is a small price to pay, if
the work done by the health work saves one
life lost through public health negligence.
Ask the medical profession in Fulton County
what it means to have efficient workers do-
ing public health. They'll gladly tell you how
*significant a $1200 budget increase is corn-
pared to the hazards of a full-fledged epi-
demic of contagious digests..
It isn't net......sarily the people who can
aftord medical care who need public health
assistance: the poor unfortunates who can't
afford it are the ones who desparately need
the guidance that only public health service
provides.
The same frustration befalls us when we
think of the President's National Health In-
surance plan. The people who are not taxed
at the source of their income and who have
no income are not eligible to receive medical
care under the program. Its the same situ-
ation with public health. In denying our
needy, and our not so needy the advantage.s
of publ.c health a.ssistancd, we are taking the
services away from the people who need it
most_
Surely, there must be those of you in all
wallc.s or life who consider this salary increase
as much your problem as it is the problem of
those who need expett public health guid-
ance, so very badly_
0
Ile that does good for good's sake, seeks
neither praise nor reward, but he is sure of
both in the end.—Perue
A Famous Comeback
(By John Ziegler)
John was a small-town boy whcre par-
ents were poor. The fact that he lived in
Portugal 450 years ago makes his story no less
real. Whflie still very young he left home and
stxuck out for the city.
For the next fifteen years there was lit-
tle good in his life. Daily living with shame-
less companions did its work. Whatever piety
and morals John may have possessed soon
wore off and he was hardly distinguishable
Prom the corrupted youths around him.
He grew tired of the 'army life he had
entered and left it. Forty years old, shiftless,
the victim of bad habits, he was a pitiful
sight and he knew it. At once he set out to
find the mother he had left so long before.
But she had been dead for years, and when
he returned to his home town he was directed
to her grave.
So once more John set off, this time pain-
fully conscious of his wasted life. The
thoughts of his childhood, of his m-other, of
all that she had wished him to be, stung his
soul. Ever before his eyes was his past ingra-
titude to God. To show God that he was sorry,
to do something for God; this became his
one desire. The years of service in the army
with almost continual travel had caused John
to notice what misery there was in the world.
He would satisfy God by serving others.
So began his lifework. The hospital that
John made out of a totterIng old house into
which he welcomed the sick poor was a suc-
cess from the beginning. Everyone wanted to
help this holy .man who would often ex-
change clothes with someone whom he found
dressed more poorly than himself.
When he died, thousands mourned. But
heaven's gates swung wide to receive Saint
John of God.
 0
The Government's Running Us
. . . . Wild
In last Sunday's Memphis Commercial
Appeal, we read with interest a story that a
committee was being organized in that city
to "acquaint citizens with recommendations
in the Hoover Report" (made some two years
ago).
The story stated that a nation-wide or-
ganization is being formed for that purpo-e.
Now the Hoover report, in case you had
forgotten, was made to the U. S. Government
by a Committee headed by former President
Herbert Hoover, and it showed that enorm4pus
savings in our federal expenditures could be
made by consolidating _or eliminating a lot
of urmecessary work in government. If it
were followed, when reported, it would be
saving us a lot of money today.
In Washington, mighty few department
heads think about cutting expenses and sav-
ing money for the taxpayers. A tremendous
effort is expended by government officials
in their attempt to secure bigger jobs, and
larger salaries for themselves and the minions
Of hangers-0n under their jurisdiction. Brush:
ed aside is the task of paying the salaries;
that's Uncle Sam's worry, they say.
To be very frank, this country is in a
heck of a shape. Within the past year high-
ranking Government officials have distingish-
ed themselves by a neat assortment of
skirmishes with the law. Forgery, graft, sab-
otage, shake-downs, blackmail are only a few
of the charges against our law-makers. We're
inclined to believe that for every shady offi-
cial who goes to jail, nine others continue
their activities unmolested.
You surely wouldn't find very eager
officials in that latter group seeking way to
save the Government money, when they' are
complacently grabbing what they can.
Hoover showed all of us how we could
stop a lot of this waste, but, as the old story
goes, "WhO will bell the cat"?? •
No one will, in Washington. It's up to
you, and us, and the citizens of Memphis and
every other community . . . the tax payer
.... to stop waste of money, balance our bud-
get, start cleaning up our national debt and
run ,our government, instead of our govern-
ment running us.
T. B. Is "Catching"
In Kentucky, tuberculosis is still epi-
demic. That means it is not under control. At
the last count, more than 14,000 Kentuckians
had active t. b., and three out of every four of
these cases were constantly spreading infec-
tiontion because they were not isolated.
A t. b., sufferer may infect every member
of his family and many of his associates —
fellow-workers, customers or friends who
come in contact with him.
Funds raised through the annual sale of
Christma.s Seals are used to fight tuberculosis.
If you haven't got yours yet, better do so for
your own health's sake.
STRICTLY BUSINESS by McFsatfors
"No you can't try on that suit in the window--you'U have to
use the dressing room!"
From The Files:
"444,u:w.f. Bach (7Ite eloch
December 20, 1929:
Fulton has on its holiday at-
tire . . . presenting a lovely ap-
pearance with streets lined with
miniature Christmas trees and
vari-colored lights. KU installed
the lights and furnished the
current, with local businessmen
paying for materials. The garden
department of the Woman's Club
placed the evergreens.
Instruments for the Drum and
Bugle Corps of the local Ameri-
can Legion post have arrived and
practice will begin after the
holidays.
Lawson Roper succeeds Louis
Weaks as President of the 1930
Lions' Club, with other officers
including Dudley Smith, War-
ren Graham, Claude Freeman, F.
H. Riddle and Glenn Lane.
Miss Martha Craig Rucker,
daughter of Mr. and.Mrs. Lee
Rucker of Fulton, was united in
marriage tagrIarrw.i.dward Koon
of Little 1111hk ern ecember 14.
The ceremony was perforined in
that city, where they will make
their home.
County Agent H. A. McPher-
son handed in his resignation at
Cayce last night; he will go to
Louisiana. In his two years in
Fulton County he has done out-
standing work.
Miss Irene Johnson and Mr.
Ellis Bizzle were united in mar-
riage December 14 at the home
of Rev. L. E. McCoy. They were
accompanied by Miss Tommie
Wiley, Mr. J. C. Wilson and Mrs.
Otis Bizzle.
Mr. James Houston Starnes
and Mrs. W. C. Porter were uni-
ted in rnarriage Monday in Shar-
on, Tenn.; they will make their
home here.
Miss Marie Lewis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lewis of May-
field, became the bride of Geor-
ge Herschel Reams last Tuesday..
Billie McGehee, a Fulton coon-
•ty 4-H Club boy, grew 2600-lbs.
of cotton on one acre, with a net
profit of $100.
The bank of Lowes was robbed
this week of around $1000: rob-
bers entering in the night and
burning through the vault with
acetylene. In burning off the
door, they set considerable mon-
ey on fire. Last month the bank
at Fancy Farm was robbed dur-
ing the day time, $574 stolen,
and cashier Sol Ross and an as-
sistant tied up with wire.
Ewing Galloway: 
iCe4duciat Cot lite Maisch
Farmers of Kentucky grossed
560 million dollars in 1984, ac-
cording to the Committee for
Kentucky's blueprint for pro-
gress. Of course, 1949 will not be
quite so good.
There are approximately 200,-
000 farms in the state, with 40
per cent oi the people on them.
In the last 20 years farm pro-
duction in the state has increas-
ed 40 per cent.
In 1940 only 15 per cent of the
farm homes in Kentucky were
electrified. Increased 35 per
cent in 9 years. We -are about 40
per cent behind Illinois.
Estimates based on gains in
states in which surveys have
been made double the number of
country homes with running wa-
ter, baths, flush toilets, since
1940. The R. E. A. is largely re-
sponsible for this gain. Our own
Henderson-Union electric co-op
reaches 80 per cent of the farms
in the two counties.
There are 250 vocational agri-
culture teachers training boys
and girls in 235 high schools in
sc:entific agriculture, and the
authors of the Committee f
Kentucky's chapter on farming
and rural life—Thomas P. Coop-
er, J. E. St,anford, J. W. Jones, J.
Allan Smith, J. B. Kelley and
Myrtle Weldon—say the state
needs a total of 500 of these vo-
tational teachers to Wait in 175
high schools.
About 3,500 adult farmers are
enrolled in vocational agriculture
classes.
Seventy thousand boys and
girls are enrolled in projects
fostered by the Extension Serv-
ice in Agriculture• and Home
Economics.
With public support and re-
doubled efforts of civic leaders
the progress noted in the fore-
going paragraphs can be doubled
in the next ten years. The ways
are already widely known. The
means and the effort will do the
rest.
The seeds of progress have
sprouted in the minds of 90 per
cent of Kentucky's farm people
in the last two decades.
n;ek Oberlin:
Three years ago just about this
time a very strange thing hap-
pened at Central State Hospital
for mental patients at Lakeland,
Kentucky.
We had snow on the ground
then. The Christmas lights and
decorations h a d blossomed.
Every radio program was break-
ing out in its annual rash of
Christmas carols and the "pop"
songs about Christmas.
This was a time of year, the
two or three weeks before the
25th of December, that doctors
attendants and the executive
staff of -Central State Hospital
had come to fear. It is the time of
64selwatictotti
year when most people are gay
and happy, when the spirit of
giving and living burn brighter
than at any other time.
In the mental hospital it was
just the reverse. It seemed to
the hospital staff that the mood
of the patients became more de-
spondent, gloomier, the well of
darkness more deep and black,
the brighter were the spirits of
the "normal" people outside.
Then, one morning, at the
suggestion of a very wonderful
lady who certainly, by'this good
deed alone, made sure of her
place in Heaven, I suggested to
listeners that they send me a
Christmas card with their own
name on it—as the sender. The
card was to be addressed to some
patient in the institution.
You see, this woman had
learned that about 1,500 of the
2000 patients at Lakeland-,--three
out of every four—wouldn't re-
ceive as much as one Christmas
card!
She thought that others, like
herself, would be concerned;
would not want that to happen.
The response of listeners was
tremendous. We received more
than 20,000 Christmas cards in
just a few days.
But the most wonderful thing
was the change in the mental at-
titude of the patients. Dr. A. M.
Lyons, the superintendent, and
then - chaplain Aaron Rut
ledge told me it was like Christ-
mas every inorning in the
wards with radios as the patients
listened to see what sort of re-
port would be made about pro-
gress of the Christmas-Cards-
For-Lakeland drive. They,' were
literally, happier than kids. The
world, the people outside, were
remembering.
Mental patients, of all people,
should not be forgotten at
Christmas. But they most often
are. The people who are confined
to institutions are there be-
cause of emotional upsets. And
anything that makes their
emotional reactions worse, any-
thing that deepens their des-
pair, is very bad.
Many of you readng this un-
doubtedly have friends and rela- I
tives in mental institutions.)
Don't, whatever else yhu do,
don't forget them this Christmas.
Remember, you'll be awfully
lucky if you get through life
yourself without being commit-
ted.
It is an unpleasant fact that
our increasingly complex civili-
zation has put a too-heavy bur-
den on our mental processes, and
today, 15 people out of every 100
living either have been, are now,
or will be sometime in the fu-
ture committed to a mental insti
tution.
You may thankfully and truth-
fully' say, "There, but for the
grace of God, go I."
Last year many people insist-
ed on making cash contributions
to the Christmas-for-Lakeland
fund. and this money was used to
purchase a motion picture pro-
jector which has heen a God-
send to the patients. Th',- was in
addition to a little r...L for each
of the two thousand.
This year Chaplain •T 7 Know-
les, a very personable young
fellow, hopes enough money will
be raised for a public address
system which can be us-
ed to pipe music two or three
times a day to every patient in
the institution.
But, of course, Central State
Hospital is only one of five men-
tal institutions in Kentucky. The
purpose of this column is to re-
mind you of the plight of mental
patients. And to urge any of you
who live near one to see if your
can't do something to make
Christmas brighter there.
These are the forgotten people
who suffer more because of the
forgetting than any others: the
patients at Central Hospital at
Lakeland; Western at Hopkins-
ville; Eastern at Lexipg-ten; Ken-
tucky at Danville and the Train-
Home (for feeble-minded) at
Frankfort.
If you live near any of these,
you might just ask the superin-
tendent what you can do to help
those who need help most; to
shed bright light where, other-
wise on Christ's birthday, there
will be bitter, turbulent dark-
ness.
Man learned how to make pa-
per from wood by watching flu,
wasp.
Under forest management it is
possible to take a harvest from
the woods and still leave a ,.;row-
ing forest.
Benjamin Franklin invented
one kind of wood-burning sti ve.
Forest fires have been known





HAS COME TO TOWN
Air-Cushioned McCoys are new
and they are news—good news
for you because now you can buy
full heel to toe cushion — shock
absorbing, foot easing comfort.
And—most important—you cam
buy them right here —fitted by
competent shoe men and backed
by our reputation, a DOUBLK
ASSURANCE OF QUALITY.
Styles for every need.
Sx.45 to $13.95,
YOU CAN led THE DIFFERBK1
SICAUSI
YOU CAN /eel THE CUSHION
McCOY AIR CUSHIONS are
finf.,,at shoes, you can feel the
cushion, you can the features
. .. the 1950 version of what •
shoe should be. Come in today





church, your lodge, your lunch- SHOE SHOP
eon club or PTA or whatever 204 Main Street Fulton
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SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
FREE RINSE TUB SET









A free Rinse tub set al-
so giuen with the Dex-
ter "Twin Tub" or
other models.
ACT NOW - - - - this




402 Main St. Fulton Phone 399




























































































































Mrs. T. J. Smith, Mrs. Carey
Frields and Mrs. E. D. Tyner
were hostesses to a lovely Christ-
mas luncheon for Circle Number
6 of the First Baptist Church.
The luncheon was Monday at
the Smith home MI - Jackson
' -street The house NA(LIS attractive:-
ly decorated in the Christmas
motif. A delicious luncheon was
sreved buffet style with the
guests seated at card tables with
places marked by Christmas
place cards.
The regular monthly meeting
was held in the afternoon and
was opened with prayer by Mrs.
T. S. Humphries, after which' the
group sang Christmas carols.
Mrs. L. V. Brady gave the de-
votional taken from Luke, .the
birth of jesus. -
Mrs. Humphries 'gave two art-
icles, "Tidings for All the World"
Paul S. James, and " A Warning
and Plea" by Chaplain Harry C.
Hands of Japan.
Whe meeting closed with pray-




The home of Mrs. Robert Bur-
row was the scene of a lovely
Christmas supper and party when
the members of the Tuesday
night and Wednesday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Purvi:,




The house was attractively de-
corated throughout in keeping
with the holiday season.
A lovely buffet supper was
served from the dining table
centered with a beautiful Christ-
mas tree formed of varied color-
ed balls garlanded with greenery
and flanked by glowing tapers.
The gfasts were seated at card
tables Tkith center arrangements
of greenery and red candles in
silver holders.
After the supper games of con
tract were enjoyed. Mrs. Alex
Leneave received high score
prize and Mrs. Frank Wiggi-,
second high.
At the close of the games a
dessert was served.
Mrs. Lester Newton of Union.
City, a former jrnember was a
guest. Members attending were
Mesdames: James Warren, E. L.
Cooke, Ftobert Graham, Monk
Luther, Alex Leneave, Frank
Wiggins, John Daniels, Grady









This streamlined, low-slung G-E
'tcauty delivers performance right
up there with sets costing many
dollars more! Dial light for easy
reading ... polished brass pointer
for casy, exact tuning. Rich rose-
wood plastic case. Model 123.







No midget model—over 12'
wide, over 8'' high! G-E Dyna
power speaker. Easy-to-read




• This G-E portable's packed
with power, priced to your purse,
pleasing to look at, plays like a
cirt-am! Maroon, ivory or light
gray cabinet. Plenty of pleasure






• Think of it! Both FM and AM
at a price lower than many ordi-
nary radios! • General Electric
FM is genuine Armstrong FM —
virtually eliminates static, fading,
station interference! • Beautiful,
crystal-clear reception you've never
heard before! • Plus powerful AM
reception! • Handsome, modern
:mahogany plastic cabinet!
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE M.
Lake Street Phone 1 Fulton, Ky.
WWWWOMMMXIMMMMIWOMMMMMMMMXIMMIOMMMNAM,




Five hupdred German children from three Frankfort, Ger-
many, orphanages were served breakfast last week by the Kroger
company. For many of the children, ranging in age from two to
14, it was their first fresh-egg and bacon breakfast. Kroger shipped
60 dozen eggs and 60 pounds of bacon to Frankfort on the inaugural
flight of American Air!i-es stratocruiser to that city. Army Air
Force personnel served the breakfast on Armed Forces mess gear,
as shown above.
ents of a baby boy born Dec. 13 '
at a Birmingham hospital. Mrs.!
Purvis is the.former Betty Jane
Shupe. daughter,of Mr. and M:s.
A. D. Shupe of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Hoskins,
Arl ngton Route 2 announce the
I birth of a 6 pound, 4 ounce son
born December 12 at the Fulton
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pollock,.
Fulton, announce the birth of a
7 pound, 8 ounce baby girl born
pDietacei.mber 12 at the Fulton Hos-
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves are
tile parents of an eight pound
daughter born December 11 at
Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Wyman,
Hickman, announce the. birth of
a 14 pound, 10 ounce son, Bobby
Dale, born December 10 at the
Fulta Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva T. 03.vens,
Fulton, announce the birth or an
eight and one half-lb. daughter,
Carolyn Sue, born December 10
at Haws Memorial Hospital.
Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Hardy, Jr.,
are the parents of a son born at
Ft. Worth, Texas. Rev. Hardy is
he son of Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Hardy of Fulton.
Town Topics
Miss Jane Shelby, a student of
Murray State College will ar-
rive Saturday to spend the hol-
idays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Claud Shelby in Highlands.
Mrs. R. H. Wade and Miss Jane
White will leave Wednesday for
Memphis where they go by' plane
to Whittier, California, where
they will be guests of her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Lynn Askew and fam-
ily, and attend the wedding of
Miss Barbara Askew.
Bonus Calliham is a- patient
in the I. C. Hospital in Chicago.
Otha Webb Linton will arrive
Saturday from Mttrray State
College to spend the holidays
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Linton.
Mrs. Clifton Linton, Mrs E D
Keiser. Mrs. Richard Myatt and
Mrs. Paul Turbeville spent Fri-
day in Paducah shoppinl.
Bobby Carndeof Imurray State
College, Murray, Ky., will arrive
Saturday to spend Christmas
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. P. Carney-on Jefferson Street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gardner
are attending the bedside of
their son, Cecil Gardner, who is
seriously ill in Vicksburg, Miss.
Mr• and Mrs• M. L Boulton left
DEAR JANE:
Did you say _you _needed a few
things to go on your Christmas tree?
Or was it paper, tags or ribbon? I can't
recall just what you did say, but Mary
said you wanted a gift for John but
that you didn't have much money and
couldn't find him a gift for the amount
of monea you had.
I Mont trftell you something. The
other day while out driving I ran a-
cross a little _place on the corner of
East State Line and Jackson Street
and gosh! I wish you had been along.
They had everything for a Christmas
tree and all kinds of paper, tags, rib-
bon, gifts for young and old, girls or
boys, and they were inexpensive, too.
I just thought I'd tell you so you
could go by and see for yourself. It's
the place where Alice's snowball stand
was, at the Coleman Service Station,
Love,
FLAME, ea,
i Thursday for San Benito, Texas,
! where they will be" the holiday
I guests of a brother, Everett Rus-
I sell, Mrs. Russell and other
' relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens,
Mrs. David Sundwick, Mrs. R. S.
Matthews, Mrs. Paul Roper and
Frank. Cequin attended a 'Christ-
bpi Science lecture in paducab
Sunday.
Most Complete Stock
442 Lake Street Ilione 237
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We Are Offering Our Entire Stoef': At
OFF
Included In This SpeCial Sale Are &le 1 S. Kids, Calfs;
Dressy Styles And Casual Style,
But Not In Every Style.
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DON'T FORGET OUR BEA I. L
SELECTION OF GIFT SLIPT.i.i1S.
SATINS, KID and FUL-LINED LEIV7IIER at























15.8 CUBIC FOOT FA
HEAvir Duni FREEZER
A real Hercules holding 553 pounds of
frozen food! It enables you to buy food
in large quantities, in season, at bargain
prices—or freeze and store the meat, vege-
tables and fruit you raise for later use.
Come in—see special "Freez-Area," "Lid-
Lamp" and "Zero-Larm" features!
LOOK FOR THI
HALLMARK Of HARK lllll QUALITY
11.1 CUBIC FOOT Li
ROOMY FREEZER
You've an endless variety of delicious food
on hand all year 'round with this food-
bank! It freezes and stores 385 pounds of
food, holds leftovers, lunches, and snacks
safely. Saves you shopping and kitchen
time and dollars on your food bill! See
it today—rely on it forever-after!
PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT COMPANY
212 MAIN ST. FULTON PHONE 120
Fulton, Kentucky
, you tell Mrs. Haws that you
I couldn't do something because
You didn't want to ever miss
another ball game Fulton High
played?
We would like to say that we
are very proud of the, boys from
our class as well as others. We
had Dee Lewis Polsgrove, Don




Miss Betty Wairen of Fulton,
Kentucky was Married to Del-
bert Dotson of Union City, Tenn.
Friday night at Corinth, Miss.
Betty, a member of the 1950
Senior class, intends to continue
her schooling and plans to gradu-
, ate in the spring.
The couple will make their
home on Washington street, in
Union City.
We wish them congratulations
and hope they will be very
happy.
The iChristmas holidays will
begin 'at 2:50 Wednesday after-
noon December 21, and we will
resume classes January 3.
FRESHMAN CLASS
Wonder who was behind that
curtain at the canteen Friday
nieht when it fell? Would D.J.P.
know?
What is E.L.S. so blue about.
Could it be that she hasn't seen
B. P. of Union City in a week.
Come on E.S. perk up.
M.Y. and T.G. of Union City
reems to have a little love af-
fteir going-on. Hope it stielis.-
I hear when P.M. hits the
floor it sounds like a ton of
bricks being dropped. How about
that, Pat?
I guess P.H. of Junior High has
finally got D.J.P. under her lit-
tle finger. Well, good luck, kids.
Wonder who V.M. was in such
a hurry to see Tuesday night
when she ran through the Bull-
Levooln.Pyarm,t $279,5
set it. Forget it.
Maytag does all
the work. See it
today.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Friday, December 16, 1949
dog door. Vivian, tell uS Who isthat importanti
,
'
FULTON HWDE. AND FURN. CO.
208 LAKE STREET PHONE I
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Swift, Mayrose — lb. 57c
Krey, Hostess — lb. d8c
SAUSAGE
PORK ROAST 13°st" Butts Lb. 45c














Swift or Mayrose Lb. 65c


















Paper Shell Lb. 40C
PEAS
B" 39c 1 FRUITS FOR SALAD
1_ 
F'oodcraft 16CNo. 2 Can
FRUIT COCKTAIL Delmonte 21/2 size 40c
PEARS Libbys Bartlett 211,42 size 39C
Delmonte 55c
CRANBERRIES Fresh Lb.








A. C. BUTTS & SONS




Cal Pigue was born and
-tras'lived at-308 3rd street ell of
her days, thus far. She is one of
the few in our class that has
spent all 12 years in the West
Fulton Selfools.‘
She played the tenor sax in
the 1st band for 6 years and then
bee.une one of Fulton High's
high steppers for the band. She.;
wae eleeted by, poptilap -vote. tor
"Miss Fulton High" in her Fresh-
num year. She has played the
piano for 7 years and has some
very good arrangements of her ,
own. Her hobby is dancing and
her favorite sport is swimming.
State Honors to Kentucky 4-H'ers
IN recognition of their top ranking records in the 1949 National 4-H
J. Canninte Clothing, Leadership, and Meat Animal, and Better Meth-
ods Electric programs, six Kentucky club members received state
championship awards. The state winners and brief outlines of their
records follow:
.
Allen Duvall, Jr. Eloise Cooksey
To be chosen state winner in the
National 9-H Leadership program
is indeed an honor for it signifies
that the boy and girl have per-
formed an outstanding service fa.
club and community events. This
distinction went to Allen Duvall,
Jr., 19, of Smithfield, and Eloise
Cooksey, 17, of Mackville. Allen is
a member and leader of the county-
wide high school 4-H Club, has
served as president two years and
aasirtant leader for three years.
I.e is also a leader in the Com-
munity School Club. Besides pre-
siding at the County Rally Day, ne
helped the county agents with re-
vues and demonstrations. Allen
was leader at the district 4-H Club
camp this past year aad was state
achievement chameion in agricul-
ture. He is now a sophomore at the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. Eloise. a student at
the University of Kentucky, has
acted as leader for the Willisburg
4-H Club of which she also was
president. She has received many
awards for her leadership activ-
ities, and was style revue cham-
pion several times. In 1948, she
was chosen Farm Bureau queen of
Washington County. In recogni-
tion of these accompli.ihincets,
Edwaid Foss Wilson, prc—ident of
Wilsen and Co., presented Ala-
and Eloise each welt a handsetee
17-jewel wrist wateh.
Putling to rweet;cel use the
know-how gained no: i-
llation in the E. i9 .-1-I
Better Methods Elect.lc. pro
won for Betty Sue Co,mett, 17, of
Fogertown, highest state honors.
Betty Sue has learned how to keep
the wires and el,edeical equipnient
about the hn, in geed rerair.
With her knoa ge ;lied in bet-
ter methods, s been able to
light their chi, el house with ex-
tension cords, and to wire old
lamps for electricity. Betty Sue
bas learned many short ,cuts in
dish washing, which have saved
her much time ani energy. Her
reward is an educatienal trip to
the National 4-1-1 Club C-- eeess in
Chicago, provided by '.' eating-
house Educational Foundation.
Barbara Ellis Lone Willi/mum
Todd Gardner, El, of Greens-
_burg, put into practice the lessons
learned in the National 9-H Meat
Animal program during the last
eight years, and became the 1949
state winneer He has haddled 25
pigs and 24 baby beeves 1 odd has
sold 14,055 pounds of meat animals
and shows an income o: $4,075.45
over a period of seven years in his
meat animal projects. Thos. E. Wil-
son, awat ds donor, gave Todd a
17-jewel gold watch.
A fitting cliniax in the National
4-H Clothing Achievement pro-
gram is to. be chosen state winner.
The 1919 honor went to Barbara
Ellis, 18, of Gravel Switch. Hee* rec-
ord ituEcates that she made, al-
tered or mended 134 articles of
clothing. Barbara made a pair of
green cloth play shoes from fab-
ric left from a chair cover; the
soles and heels were from old
shoes. Sho made a leather bag
from an old basketball. During her
seven years in club work, Barbara
has served in many offices and has
been a leader for three years. In
recognition of Barbera'e good
3vork, Spool Cottou Co. Eileca-
tionel Bureau provided the a .vard
of an a;'-exrense trip to ti Na-
tional 4-14 Club Congress, Chicego
State honors in the 19,19 Na
tielial .1-II C113i.31DIZ Ac:
esittni v.-ent to Lena Mae Wil
liamson. 18, of Varney. Besides
havieg eettantling conn'eus, rec-
ord. she did a good job in other
phaoes of 4-11 work, comp: tine 16
pr,,ecte. Leea Mae canned 3,959
jars of meats, fruits and veger
tabies. She has pre-,-..roci 111 e,
hibits for local, county and state
Mrs, and has twice le- 2n couaty
champion in canning. Her contri-
bution to the family food supply
not only cut costs, but added *
greater variety of healthful meals
Lena Mae took an active part in
the local club, serving as assistant
leader, president and vice presi-
dent. In recognition of her achieve-
ments, the Kerr GIR98 Mfg. Corp.
gee. e Lena Mae ar. rt''.oxpense trip
to the National 4-1-I Club Congress
in Chl..ago.
All of these avtivties are conducted under the direetion of the Extens
aim Service of the State Agricultural College and USDA cooperating.
LOWEST PRICE EVER !
Most marvelous refrigrator ever!
) REFRIGERATOR
HOME FREEZER COMBINATION
8 C c:BIC FEET
2-TEMPI-RAI URES! 359 95
pper — For Frozen Foods
Lower — For Regular Food Storage
FULTON HWDE. AND FURN.
208 LAKE STREET PHONE I
The Fulton County News.
She is going to coll0ge and her
choice is U. K. She has black hair
and green eyes of which "look
blue sometimes" (she says). Oh!
well you know those "PIGS."
Lately she has been'taking week
end trips and comes back with
"Mississippi Mud" on her feet.
Wonder what's so interesting
down there?
JUNIOR NEWS
Wonder why B. L. M's heart
flutters at the sight of a black
'Ford with Tennessee license?
Does C. D., who is the driver,
have anything to do with it?
Who is always yelling their
lungs out and ready to kill the
referee for B. M.? You guessed
her, B. G. B.
Say, -B. B. what are you doing
with all that stationary? Could
it be for writing a certain boy in
Jackson? Does he know about
the loss of your teeth? Better
write and tell him so he won't
be shocked when he sees you.
M. F. seems to be very happy
this week. Wonder if it could be
because that old flame has re-
turned.
Instead o: yelling for the tca,,
B. J. T. has been cheering for t,
referees. She isn't crazy it
jilst "who" is rekreeing.
J. N. has a look of jealou-N
' his eyes. Wonder if it is becat,-
a certa,n Senior boy has be,
'fooling around with his woman"
In case .you are wondering, hi ,
woman is J. C.
W. N. still has his attention on
the Freshman class. It isn't the
class in general but one part-
icular girl. If you think it is M.D.
W. you are SO right.
B. S. J. and B. S. C. are having :
a little trouble. Maybe after a
long heart to heart talk they will
get it stra'ghtened out. We hope ,
so anywcy.
Pr-r-r-r! Says the second
hour English class. Seems ae if
something was started to cOr-
rect this but wonder how far it
got? Nowhere!
Attention: B. B.! We don't
mean on N. W. either but where
it should be. On the teacher.
S. A. B. won't you please put
us in the light about those initi-
als, B. A. Where did you earn
them Or how?
Murray! Murray! Seems to be
on J. G's mind the majority of
the time. Correction please! I
4Wielila on a Junior boy in Murray..
Say, I.., S. S., let us in on your
mystery buy that we saw you
with not so long ago in that 1949
convertible.
R. A. has a soft spot in her ,
heart for Cayce. Or should we
say the inhabitants. Right R.? ;
SOPHOMORE NEWS
Well, it won't be long till
Christmas and everyone is look-
, ing for Santa'Claus. All the boys
are broke: they have got to buy
their girl something. The best
thing some of them can think of
is to quit their girl. Some of
them are doing just that.
We would like to say that
Nancy Breeden.is absent from
school because she has the chick-
en pox and we are afraid she will
not be out till Christmas. We
want her to know that we miss
her very much.
R. B. and J. S. are two of the
main -Jove birds in F. H. S,
WhS, does L. H. want her
brother to come home so bad.
Could it be because she hasn't
seen him in a long time or could.
it be for other reasons.
It seems that J. A. L. has
found a, new flame. Could it be T.
N.?
G. Y. what happened to you in
health class Wednesday morn-
ing? Coach Hogg said you need-
ecl something to hold your eyes
open with.
P. M. and her men are get-
t ing along fine.
Poor Mrs. Hill! You know, I'll
bet some of those Sophomore
boys just drive her crazy. Tho,.“:
like J. V.. J. B. and G. B.
M. S. and M. R. what is ge
ing to happen. We saw you at the
ball same Tuesday night. It was
your first time to see Fulton
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LETTERS TO
Santa Claus
The News will print as many
letters to Santa Claus as space
permits. The editors will pay
55.00 to the boy or girl '4/ril-
ing the best letter. It isn't too
late to write him, so get busy
today!
Dear tirita:
I am a little girl nine years old
and in the fourth grade.
I would like for you to bring
me a basketball and a net for
my goal. I want two pairs of
blue jeans, a box of pick-up-
sticks and a bedroom suite for
my doll house.
I want plenty of small fire
crackers, sparklers and plenty of
fruit.
I had better quit. Good luck





How are you? I am alright
and a good boy. I want you to
bring me a pair of guns wjth
holsters, a football, a walton
watch and a BB gun.
Bring mother an ironing board
and daddy a neck tie and comb.
Bring Billy a bridal. I really
want you to bring grand-daddy












Advance tickets, couple $5.00
Tickets at door, couple $6.00
Spectators tickets, per person
$2.00
Win Kentucky 4-H State Championships
KENTUCKY 4-H State winners in the 1949 Dress Revue, FarmSafety, Field Crops and Food Preparation programs each re-
ceived an all-expense trip te. the 2Sth National 4-11 Club Congress in
Chicago. Brief outlinem of their recordd follow:
Phyllis Roes, 17, of Cyrithiana,
was judged State inner In the
1949 4-11 Drema Rcvue. Her tail-
ored suit consisted of a plain
black wool pencil slim akirt with
a shert flared jacket of blaek and
white houndstooth check. A ehite
pique blouse with mandarin collar
wae worn under a white pique
weskit. Pique gloves matched wes-
kit, and her hat was made from
the same material as the jacket.
Phyllis has been interested in
Clothing for seven years. and has
completed 38 projects during her
eight years 4-11 membership. She
participated in 21 demonstrations
and exhibits and won many
awards. In recognition of her
achievement, Simplicity Pattern
Co. sent Phyllis to the National
4-H Club Congress, Chicago, all
expenses paid.
For doing an outstanding job in
making her home, farm and com-
Phyllis Ron Ramon.
munity a safer place in which to
live and work. Ramona Thomas,
16, of Brooksville, was named 1919
State chanipion in the National
4-11 Farm Safety provrain. Ra-
mona theroughly checked her
home, yard and farm for mafety
ha7arils. She labeled medicines
v.hich she found improperly
marked, put matches in metaiscon-
tainers, and picked up all broken
glass and tin cans lying about.
She repaired the back door step
v.l.!..11 was falling down, and con-
tinually practiced safety methods
both in and out of her house,
helping not only herself, but her
entire family as well. During her
yi are la Cll. Ramona followed
the rules for farm safety in carry-
tag out other projects. She also
served the local club as vice-
1- Went. Rartipna eat( glvea an
isluenti nal trip to the National
4-11 Club Congress in Chicago by
All et these activift i are conduct(
%Ion Service of the Suite Agricultur
General Motors, program sponsor.
More than seven years in 4-H
Club work brought State honors
to Sara Neal, 15, of Paintsville,
In the 1949 National 4-11 Food
Preparation program. Sara be-
came an expert meal planner,
having cooked and served more
than 1,800 meals for her family.
Two years ago when her mother
commenced working away from
home, she assumed complete re-
sponsibility of the. house and did
an excellent job. She has canned
1,797 quarts of fruits and vege-
tables, which she cultivated her-
self. Sara completed 25 projects
atid estimated her earnings as
$4,503. Sara was acilie in her local
club as president, treasurer, re-
porter and junior leader, also par-
ticipating in school and commun-
ity affairs. An a reward for her
fine record, Servel, Home Ilea-
Thomas Sera Neel
lemurs Dept. provided Sara with
an educational trip to the Na-
tional 4-H Club Congress, Chi-
cago.
State winner in the 1949 Na-
tional 4-H Field Crops program
was J. Albert Isham, 16, of Spring.
field. Ile was given an all-expense
trip to the National 4-H Club Con-
gress, Chicago, by Internatienal
Harvester Co.. sponsor of the pro-
gram. What Albert learned about
soil preparation, seed treatment
and new methods of cultivation
enabled him to make an outstand-
ing record. Albert has grown 1%
acres of corn. Having learned that
a thick stand is essential in ob-
taining a high yield, this year he
drilled his corn 10 inches apart
in 38-inch rows. He planted Ken-
tucky certified seed and had a
yield of approximately 100 bushels
to an acre. He serves his local
4-11 Club as president.
it under the direction of the Exten-
al College and USDA cooperating.
gets after him about it. His old
hat is dirty enc., ragged. Bring
my sister a doll rocking chair
and dishes.
Santa, I have a picture of you
and I can pull a tap and you will







I am a little boy eight years
old and I have been good all this
year.
I want two Roy Rogers guns
and two holsters. a cap, a wagon,
a stop/ book, oranges, apples,
candy, English walnuts, fire
crackers, sparklers and roman
candles.
I I have made 39 stars in school
&kid I have missed one word in
reading this year. I am in the
second grade.
Willis Moss Collier
Route 2 Fulton, Ky
Dear Santa:
• I am a good boy eight years
old. Will you bring me a BB
gun, a train engine, a cater pil-





I am a little girl five years old.
I would like you to bring me
a doll house with furniture and
a pair of beginners' roller skates.
I would like very much for you
to bring me a baby brother and
if you can't bring one, I will take
FOR TOP EGG PRODUCTION
Your home-grown grain is grand, but grain alorte 
needs some.
thing to add push and power to help you g
et top egg production.
And here's what our research prescribes —
 PURINA LAY CHOW
— a supplement containing vitamins, 
minerals and proteins.
When you buy Lay Chow to feed with you
r grain, you buy eig'is
in the bag. Corn* in — get a supply 
of Purina Lay Chow to
balance your grain today.
YOUR STORE WITH THE 
CHECKERBOARD SIGN
REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST. PHONE 620
Custom Seed Cleaning Custom Grinding and Mixing
vriirIrit 111 11 It 'II II
It II JR JR IR JR JR 1111 .111. 111
a puppy dog.
Bring me fruits, nuts and
candy and don't forget all the






I am a little girl and today,
December 5 is my birthday and
I have been pretty good. I go to
school at Water Valley.
I would like you to bring me
a doll, doll buggy, a little dish
cabinet, lots of candy, oranges,
apples and nuts. Please aon't
forget my sister. She has been
good too( sometimes) and don't







Mr. and Mrs. John McClana-
han helped kill hogs at C. A.
Turner's Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
girls, spent a while Monday af-
ternoon with Mr. and Mrs. El-
moore Copelen.
Rev. Joe Wilson and Mrs. Wil-
son visited a while Wednesday
with Bob Veatch and family.
Mr. and Mrs. James Veatch
and Brenda returned home from
Nashville Monday where they
had been visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hardison
of California, visited a few days
this week with his mother, Mrs.
May Hardison and family.
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and
Mrs. Fort Dillon were hostesses
to a household shower Saturday
afternoon for Mrs. Gladys Yates
formerly, Gladys Moore. Those
present were Mesdames: John
McClanahan, Marshall Finch,
New Concept in Styling,
PHILCO 526. New Philco crea-
tion in stunning Maroon
plantic. Fine per-




New 3- • valoe—
o 6":" eorokC'etitc imovra,
Ira" BatterY• 50ne or
"" or taagree't
toon P Imo ruat,r1
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Phone 201
Lewiscoln Haynes, William Hay-
nes, Vera Byrd, Maud Elliott,
George Elliott, Turned), Davie,
Ronald Elliott, Glen Lee, Audie
Howell, Charlie Stone, Rayford
Duke, Turney Byrd, Herchel
Elliott, Rupert Moore, Henry
Sams, Chester Turner, John
Saunders, R. D. Maxwell, Joe
Wilson, Pressie Moore, Misses
Ina Bellew, Narie and Marie
Moore.
Those sending gifts were Mes-
dames: Glelen Howell, Chester
Mangold, Hub Beard, Ted Pur-
cell, Bryan Kearby, D. J. Mur-
Page IT
chison, Elmer Walston Ann! GLIM, and Eva Elliott. Refresh-1
Green, Bob Veatch, Pat Snow, ments of sandwiches, cake and)
Misses: Winnie Veatch, Beauton pepsi-colas wm-e served.
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You get more economy. By ac-
tual test Duo-Therm's Power-Air
Blower saves up to 25% on fuel
bills. Only Duo-Therm has Power-
Air. And Duo-Therm's Waste-Stop-
per (built right into heater) prevents
precious heat escaping up the chim-
ney—sends more into your home.
2. You get more heat from every
drop of oil. Because only Dno-
Therm has the fuel-miser Burner
that feeds air and oil in 6 stages for
clean, efficient performance. No




426 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 93
.1 You get more condor'. Duo-
Therm's Power-Air really circulates
heat—sends it into every cornet.
every room, keeps Boors warm.
4. You get more beauty. Because
only Duo-Therm has fine period
furniture styling. Every beater is a
beautiful piece of furniture!
5. You get more dsoke.Doci-Therm
offers you a complete line of fern&
mre-styled home heaters. There's one
for every heating need and pocket-
book. C,ome in—iiee the beautiful"
Chippendale shown above. See the
many other Duo-Theron& Easy Terms.
i'llodel 955, above $119.95 (Others $59.95 up)
BENNETT ELECTRIC
2 Stores 7— 324 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201
-sllefevoigeoprallWilv
..ease,77...... • ".•
• • - .i:ii4:::
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UNTIL YOU GET YOUR DIVIDEND CHECK
Most all of you have insur-
ance checks coming after the first
of the year. BENNETT ELEC-
TRIC offers you the opportunity of
selecting your Christmas gifts with
the agreement that NO PAY-
MENTS will be made until your
refund check arrives!
All you need to do to take ad-
vantage of this liberal offer is
bring in your certificate of insur-
ance or a copy of your original ap-
plication and tht last premium re-
ceipt.
Here is an easy way to get your
Christmas gifts easily. We invite
you in for an inspection of our huge




FULTON KEN I UCKYPHONE 201
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Miss McCollum Announces Wedding
-Plans; Many Parties Are Scheduled
thc social season of December is t
he wedding of
Miss Joan McCollum, daughter 
of Mrs. C. C. McCollum •and- the late
Mr. McCollum to Mr. Danny 
Baird, son of Mr. and Mrs. Horton
Baird. Miss McCollum, whose 
engagement and approaching marriage
was announced last week is tod
ay making known her wedding plans.
The wedding ceremony will be
 solemnized on Wednesday even-
ing, December 28 at five o'clo
ck, at the First Baptist Church, with
the Rev. L. D. Ferrell, pastor,
 officiating.
The bride has chosen as her 
maid of honor, Miss Barbara Ann
Roberts. Miss Marilee Beadles will 
serve as bridesmaid.
Mr. Baird has chosen as 
his
best man Jack Browder. 
Ushers
will be Billy Murphey, 
Read
Holland, Mack Nall, Joe Davis,
Jr, James Claude Cathey of 
Hel-
ena, Ark., a cousin of the bride,
and Hunter Whitesell.
Preceding and during the
wedding ceremony a program of
nuptial music will be given by
Mrs. Steve Wiley, organist and
Miss Martha Ann Giles, solist of
Lexington, Tenn.
Miss McCollum • is today an-
nouncing a list of parties planned
by Fulton hosts and hostesses in
honer of the popular couple.
December 18: Coca-Cola party.
witli Mesdames Felix Gossum,
Jr., Stanley Parham and Miss
Marjorie Puckett as hostesses, at
Puckett home.
December 19: Dessert, bridge
and miscellaneous shrer; one
o'clock at the Derby afe; with
Misses Mary Frances Roberts.




Mr. and Mrs. Leon Filler, super..
visor of the Dotty Shops, were-
hosts to a lovely dance Wednes-
day night at the Obion County
Country Club near Union City
complimenting the employees of
the Cairo, Union City and Fulton
Dotty Shops.
'The club room was beautifully
decorated in the Christmas motif
and a beautifully lighted Christ-
mas tree graced the hall.
The guests were seated at long
U shaped tables with beautiful
central appointments of Christ-
mas greenry interspered with











A B. Roberts and Bob McKnight
as hostesses. •
December 20: 10:30 A. M.;
Morning Coffee with Mrs. Paul
Westpheling as hostess.
December 20: Dinner party,
with Mesdames Harry Murphey,
Leon Browder, and Hunter
Whitesell as hostesses.
December 21: Mesdames Frank
Beadles and Elizabeth Snow and
Miss Marilee Beadles as hostess-
es at the Strata Club.,
December 22: Dinner party
with Mr. and Mrs. Hendon
Wright, host and hastess at the
Wright home on Park Avenue.
December 26: Dinner party:
Mesdames M. W. Haws, Ward
Bushart and Misses Mary Lee
Haws and Lois Jean Hindman as
hostesses at Haws home.
December 27: Rehearsal sup-
per: Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Mc-
Dade host and hostess, at Mc-
Dade home.
was marked with a beautiful
corsage.
Following the dinner dancing
and card games were enjoyed.
Those attending from Fulton
were: Mr. and Mrs. Bertes Pigue,
Mr. and Mrs Howard Strange,
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Kimberlin, Mr.
and Mrs. Horton Baird, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mr. and




Harry Bloodworth, an overseas
veteran of World War II was re-
elected commander of the Glen-
dale White Post, Veterans of
Foreign Wars at the regular meet-
ing of the post held Monday
night. VFW commander this year
when the local veterans organi-
zation sponsored the highly suc-
cessful Army Day celebration,
Bloodworth is a veteran of' 29
months service with anti-aircraft
in the South Pacific.
Others officers elected are:
Johnny Sharpe, senior vice-com-












joan McCollum of Fulton, Ky., is en-
Baird.
Photo l'ourt,..) Utommerr1•1 .%ppea1
.'n et.:nta n ng 1.ellandising
,r*M1ng 11- rit the 1,77.W.S
publishes' since its present own-
• rs have be,m in Fulton. It was a
terific production job for o
whole staff, but we are sure that
everyone down to the janitor
going to be ass proud of it as can
be. We worked half of the night
Tuesday and until 2: a. m. Wed-
nesday night getting it put to-
gether, and poor Eph Dawes was
so tired Wednesday evening that
he hitched a ride home for sup-
per, forgot he had left his car at
the office, and had to get back
through the freezing weather on
foot.
About 6:30 Wednesday evening.
just as he was getting ready to
make a press run, Robert Jack-
son learned that his sister had
been killed in an accident and he,
of course, had to leave us fpr the
rest of 'the week. The whole staff
extends its sympathy to Robert,
his parents, and his brother and
sister in their tragic lois.
Robert, by the way, is now our
N remaining "old-timer" hci
v..110 has been with us since
,;oight the paper A. J. Darmon,
Marian Maxfield and Mr. Gordon
Baird, ctur original staff, have !
' gone to other employment. .
Fulton's Christmas lighting a
erected this week, and it certain,
ly gives a holiday atomsphere to
to the shopping section. We know
that everyone is especially pleas- 1
ted that all business streets vi
covered, instead of just La's'
Street. Congratulations, YMBC
and contributors.
Baying any further plans by
the Department of Highways,
which has proposed a cut:off
through the fairgrounds, next
year's big fair will be advanced a
month earlier here to July 25-29,
it was announced this week. This
more favorable date will enable
the Fulton Horse Show to draw
better entries than the last 2
years, a goal which everyone has
.been striving to reach.
—any TB Seais---
- - — 
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i Style Shorts
MRS, R. M. ALFORD
PASSES ON SUNDAY
SO1 the
• -1-51—diir "eat Lind- life of TUE
last Sunday v "en 't was le,arnee
that Mrs. Lei, e Tapp Alford
widow of the 1 ite Tlobert M. Al-
ford, had passed away at the
home of her daughter. Mrs. Rob
ert Irvine- Taylor in Dyersburg
Mrs. Alford had been confined tc•
the home of her daughter ir
Dyersburg since early October
when she suffered a stroke at her
home on Second and West.
Mrs. Alford was a gracious lady
of Southern aristocracy whos•
forebears were early settlers in
the South and-who were instru-
mental in its civic and cultural
development. A lover of modern
and early art, she was chairman
of the art department of the Wo-
man's Club at the time of her
death. During the summer when
clubwork wa.s far remoiaxi from
the minds of most clubwomen.
Mrs. Alford would spend her
evenings during research on her
subject, so that the members of
the club would have the benefit
•
if her wealth of knowledge.
t-la.• los ad her hoMe and her
friends. Her flower garden was
lie envy of her neighborhood
and she took such pride in select-
lig the lylossoins as a gift to her
friendS who were ill, or who were
entertaining. 
, .
Services were held in Tupelo(
Miss., Monday morning frcim the
teirst Presbyterian Church, of
which she was a devout member.
Born and reared in that Missis-
lip. city she came to Fulton when
a young lady and moved to Pa-
ducah when her husband was
transferred and then to Tupelo
following Mr. Alford's death 13
ears ago.
She loved Fulton and returned
here to make home last Sep-
tember, purchasing the residence
at Second and West from Fred
Brady.
Besides her daughter and a
grandson, Robert Taylor in
Dyersburg she is surviVed by sev-
eral brothers and sisters.
The News staff sends deepest
-•ympathy .to the family in their








'Flamm sat -1) -EROSTER SYSTEM
PUTS AN ENO TO MANUAL DEIROSTING1
Holds 27 pounds of frozen
foods, and a full case of bottles!
Has more than 1 4 sa ft. of flex-




 and Something from Andrews




Bulova, Elgin, Gruen watches
Helbros, Hamilton, iWyler watches
Towle International and Gorham sterling
Gorham silverplate
Remington, Shick, Sunbeam electric razors
Priscilla wedding sets
Cambridge and Lotus Glass





gaged to Daniel McDade
re-elected fourth term quarter-
master; E. C. Underwood, adt - ;
cate; Joe Treas, chaplin; Dr. D 1
L. Jones, surgeon; Stanley Par-
ham, three-year trustee; Bob Mc-
Knight, two-year trustee and
Neal Looney, one-year trustee
Eldren Dixon was replaced
Jimmy Barnes, as custodian.
—Newsprints
(Continued from page one)
of sign painting.
And then too, there's the Al-
len News Agency, epe- -ad
by Richard Allen at We -..:•rn
Union, who has be-in made ex-
clusive agent for Ft:it:tune, Lil'e
and Time magazines. -Ir. ..^.11e
says that he acts as agent for
any other magazine subscription
in the United States. The Al-
iens, besides being agents for
Western Union are aiso agents for
the Paducah Sun-Democrat.
This week's edition of 20 pages





212 CHURCH STREET PHONE 995
EE NORGE BEFORE YOU BUY













I all, pearl earrings. Each one in this 1 V I
ated milky pink 1







pair is made ii, •:-....--,
.,....;„......„,






One of the il 1) si.i. 4..... A.,.Ill•rusoloow04.
.4.1-rozn.r.,-
1
pearls this year is , L-„,, ..,,-,-, ,.„. •, NO EXTRA".1'.% " ''' CHARGE
a It's a pearl season. Pearl chokers,








velvet in the wardreae. Velvet suits,
velvet trimmings, velvet dresses ri .1
coats call for the unequalled elecance
of pearls in costume jewelry and ac•
crs•ories. Lovely Vanessa Brown,
whose forthcoming film will be Sol
Lesser's "Tarzan and the Slave Girl "
an RICO Radio release, finds there ear-
iirgs rerfect with her favorite coiffure.
• • •
NI Reptile comes into its own in this
V , belt uoin by Virginia Grey, curiently -
/ ' staling in RKO Radio's ten,e melo-
d r a m a -The
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JEWELRY STORE
,w ay Threat." This




with a rey tis-
sue .1 dress.
Mrial:ic accents hi:;1:1ight the buckle
idci. in combination with a
iii; :Ling ovi.mrm handbag, this belt
c• -•i accvnt waiter separates, day-dros
mhlrs, and winter suits. Try
, :ight tOOSt tin a fawn jersey; a cherry
a burlap skirt; a deep ma-
:. with a honey beige and black
• • •
01'ristlet length string gloves and
Vetidimode's red leather shaped shoul-













hcr screen debut starring in the title
role of Samuel Goldwyn's RKO Radio
release,"Roseanna McCoy,- and follows
it up hy starring in "With All My
Love," Pioduccr Goldwyn's forthcom-
ing drama, also releesed by RK0
Radio.


















"West Kentucky's newest & most modern"
We Carry a Large and Complet,e Line of:
FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
JAMES LONG HAPPY HOGAN WRAY WARD
LOCATED ON CHURCH STREET
ACROSS FROM ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
FlULTON, KENTUCKY













































































































































The 4..ulton County News. 1.'ulton, Kentucky
s PRE-CHRISTMAS FOOD EVENT.
, ,
"fiffifok
































N1BLETS CORN, 2-12-oz. cans - - - 27c
umur..,s,mmm=“mmsgmmmmmr,04,0guus.:.
Qt. 39c
4 Delicious Ann Page
SALAD DRESSING Jar
iimmpsmmmmmxmmmn•snmmymnmpsnmnn,wn;
SCHOOL DAY PEAS, 2 No. 303 cans 25c
A & P Fancy
PUMPKIN, 2 No. 2! .2 cans 27c
19c
Party Pak Whole
DILL PICKLES, qt. jar
A & P Fancy
APPLE SAUCE, 3 No. 303 cans
Red Sour Pitted
CHERRIES, No. 2 can 23c
Keg OK SIC int ifICSIM St Sit sit irit iFiC Ng int AriliCirifillfiggilig MC AL MON Sg SIC MA
" Ocean Spray
CRANBERRY SAUCE 1 No. 3°0 30ccans
4• 7S nis As TS PS PS PS )IW 7S PS Xs PJ Rs n RS *MP XS NS RS ROMS Xs 1,41
Flakes and Chunks
TUNA FISH, No. lz tin
Ne Pack
ORANGE JUICE, 46-oz. can . 25c
Cold Stream Pink
PINK SALMON, 1-1b. can   41c
Fancy
HEINZ KETCHUP, 14-oz. bot.  24c
:int :1.0 r".< Wit ACM ACSit At Sit stg AC SUM SgilltilagiliglitignigilltitgPe
; Delmonte
FRUIT COCKTAIL





would be affected if
A&P is destroyed
•
Would YOU miss tie
savings YOU now
enjoy as a result of
our low price, low
profit policy?
Would YOU miss th,
quality foods We seli.
hacked by our offey
of"Satislaction
guaranteed or
money will be cheer-
fully refunded"?
In other word s,
v..ould YOU be better
off, or worse off, if
the anti-trust law-
yers succeed in put-








NIIRPROMPS NO R0 NO PP 701011117Le Ita 7S 7S101790 MM. NM'S 79 ROM 767611.
Sunnyfield Enriched Plain
FLOUR, 25-lb. bag -1.39
SPARKLE PUDDINGS, pkg.   • 5c
Del Monte
PINEAPPLE JUICE, No. 2 can . 19c
IONA PEAS, No. 2 can _ 10c
















STRAWBERRY PRESERVES, 1-1b. jar .. 37c
A R, r Seedless
RA.ISINS, 2-15-oz. pkgs.  __ 35c
In Syrup
_BARTLETT PEARS, No. 21/4-oz. can 25c
'ST7 re Good
OLEOMARGARINE, 1-1b. ctn. 19c
-*•*sicsusimmlicsgmersimumftmemiusimottueue*Actoinga
ENGLISH WALNUTS I
FRESH NEW CROP NUTS
1
PECANS 
BRAZIL NUTS   Vb. 39,
' cello AA
MIXED NUTS __ __ Bag *wasamorarosaravarovaimmosarnamosasa•smormaroymni
California






1 - . I, •
Be an early bird and do your holiday marketing at A&P now!
You'll find plenty to sing about in its pre-Christmas food event.
Flocks of good things for your festive table! Top-fiiglit quality!
Bill-cutiing prices! Stop in today. You'll be happy as a lark
when you see how easily and thriftily you can stock your
shelves at A&P.
Page 7
Get Gredt Values For The GrecU Day! -
PORK SAUSAGE, 1-ln. pkg. 29c









Your Favorite.Fish Is At A&P
H & G Whiting
OCEAN FISH
Fresh Standard
OYSTERS, pt. tin 65c
Fresh Frozen 31-92 count




iceberg Lg. 48 Size
- LETTUCE, 2 heads 30c
25c
Red Ripe Florida
TOMATOES, (Bulk, lb., 19c) tube 19c
r. S. No. 1 Quality
SWEET YAMS, 3-lbs. 35c
Ca/ if ornia
CARROTS, 2 bunches 25c
z.2.54.1 Slerit SiCSY MOM MUM* ilk Sit*
Sweet, Juicy Florida
ORANGES
8 Lab; 39c Bulk288 Size
Doz. 19c
7$ 7%7S PS MPS MRS 7t. 7,S PS MONS 7,07117,SMS X
Florida (Half Box, 40-1b. bag - $1.79)




EMPEROR GRAPES, 2-lbs. 29c
stig AC OM WM At SY Air:CAC:1M r.`d






• Cello Bag I9C 1%-lb. size
7S TS NS 7di 70707g PS it• MRS XS M SS 7W :
Frozen Fruits & Vegetables
Donald Duck
ORANGE CONCENTRATE, 2 6-oz. cans 39c
Stokleys Honor Brand Fresh Frozen
PEAS, 2-12-oz. pkgs. _ 39c
Honor Brand Ford Hook















MARVEL BREAD, 20;oz. loaf 15c
COCOANUT LAYER CAKE, ea 49c
1.ight Tender
DINNER ROLLS, pkg. 10c
Has AO Rem :o ii;ve You
Such Fine Buctro k! So Little!
` 1!"








Bacon at its. best is dry-cured . . and every I
succulent slice of this bacon is dry-cured . . .
with just the right amount of lean to fat as







WonderfUl pork . . . from-medium-weight hogs carefully





Fresh Baked ea 39c
Most Varieties




PFEFFERNUSSE . pkg. 29c I
SPRINGERLIES  pkg. 35c :
ANISE DROPS pkg. 39c :
*



































CUT ROCK CANDY, 1-1b. bag
ohocolate Covered







A & P (OFF!!
Mild Mellow
EIGHT O'CLOCK, lb. j 53c
Rich & Full Bodied
RED CIRCLE, lb. bag 63c
Vigorous ac Winey







The Garden Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club had a
lovely Christmas party Friday
afternoon at the club home.
Hcstesses were Mesdamps: J. E.
Fall, Sr., J. D..%.Davis, T. M.
• Franklin, Sam Winston, J. P. De-
")04yer and Clyde Williams, Sr.
The club home was beautifully
decorated in keeping with the
. holiday season. Greenery inter-
spersed with blue was arranged
on the mantel and in each win-
dow were candles, garlanded
with greenery. An attractive







The featured decorathin was
the beautifully decorated Christ-
mas tree.
The decoration committee was:
Mrs. Horace Reams, chairman,
Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs. L. A.
Clifton, Mrs. Norman Terry and
Mrs. Leon Browder.
Mrs. Daisy Terry was program
leader and she lit a candle, then
read an original poem followed
by a Christmas story, "The
Lighted Candle." This was most
impressively given by Mrs.
Terry and all present enjoyed
the program.
Mrs. Paul Boaz sang "Silent
Night" with the group joining
her in singing this favorite carol.
Mrs. Jess Fields, presided over
a short business session, assist-
ed by Nfrs. F. H. Riddle, who
gave the secretary and treas-
urer's reports.
Following the program all the
lighted candles were turned out
except the Christmas lights and
the guests stood in a circle
around a gigantic Christmas cake
with streamers running out
from it. Each guest took a
streamer, which had a bell at-
tached and while they sang,
"Jingle Bells" they pulled the
string and at the end was their
Mol-t men are fussy 
about the way their
. shirts are 
finished. Parisian makes 
it a
"must" that every 
shirt leave their 
plant
With correct collar 
comfort, and folcled to
- ke-!-) 
wrinkles,if any, at minim
um.
PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners
PHONE 14
The Fulton Cotutty News, Fulton, Kentucky Friday, December 16, 1949
Christmas gift from a fellow
member.
The hostesses served delicious




Mrs. Elmer Shaw and Mrs.
Ernest Jenkins entertained with
a lovely dinner party at the
home of Mrs. Shaw on the Mar-
tin Highway Thursday evening
complimenting the members of
the Nimble Thimble Club and
one guest, Mrs. Bob Fowlkes.
The house was beautifully
decorated throughout in keeping
with the holiday season.
A delectable three course din-
ner was served at card tables,
centered with a unique holly tree
made of foil wth red berries.
Following the dinner each guest
pulled a leaf from the tree with
a name on it that corresponded-
with a gift on the beautifully
lighted Christmas tree and was
the name of the donor of the gift
they drew.
Members present we7e Mes-
dames: Boyd Bennett, Miller
Harpole, Felix Gossum, Rupert
Stilley, Virgil Davis, C. L.




Mrs. Walter Hill wins gracious
hostess Thursday to the Magaz-
ine Club luncheon at her home
on Second street.
A lovely two course luncheon
was served at the beautifully ap-
pointed dining table, overlaid
with a lace cloth and centered
with a beautiful Christmas scene
in a mirrored plaque. The feat-
ured decoration was the lovely
Christmas tree.
Following the luncheon, the
regular business session was
held, presided over by Mrs. J. D.
White, in the absence of Mrs.
Sue Schoe. Seven membets ans-
wered roll call with - current
events.
Mrs. Daisy Terry and Mrs. E.
M. Jenkins gave interesting mag-
azine reports. Mrs. Beulah Bar-




Mrs. Joe Treas entertained the
; Thursday night bridge club at
her home on Cedar street.
Mrs. Joe Hall was included in
the three tables of members.
Mrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., was high
scorer for the evening and Miss
Mary Homra second high.
At the close of the games the
hostess served plum pudding
and coffee. Members playing
were: Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Clyde
Hill, Mr:: Morgan Omar, Mrs.
Stanley Jones, Mrs. Clyde Will-
iams, Jr., Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs.
J A. Poe, Mrs. Vyron Mitchell,
Mrs. Thomas Mahan, Misses
Homra and Andy DeMyer„,,, „.=
-1 Make it a RECORD Christmas
E
We keep a good stock of
ALL KINDS of Single Records
and albums including classics,
hillbilly, hit parades, popular, etc.

















Mrs. C.L .Maddox was hostess
to the members of her 'brVge
club and one guest, Mrs. Dudley
Meacham, Thursday afternoon at
her home on Eddings Street.
Games of contract were enjoy-
ed during the afternoon. Mrs.
Robert Graham received high
score prize.





Mrs. J. C. Olive entertained
the members of the Friday night
bridge club and three guests,
Mrs. Garland Merryman, Mrs.
Wallace Ashby and Mrs. Wallace
Shankle, Jr.
Mrs. Merryman was high scor-
er for the evening and Mrs. Ash-
by, low.
The Christmas motif was car-
ried out in the tallies, napkins E
and other decorations
strawberry shortcake and coffee- Hoodenpyle, Eugene Waggonne
Members present were Mes-
dames• Herbert Brady, Eugene ' and Mrs. Edward Benedict, Jr.
r, Mrs. R. E Hyland and children




Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our






234 EAST FOURTH STREETAt the conclusion of the games
the hostess served delicious
4
p(libatuastores




* Imperfect 45-15 Hose or
* Perfect Quality 51-15
* Flexible Wide-Belt Tops
* Smart Hairline Seams
* Made of Quality Du Pont Ny lon
* Correct Elasticity
* Snag Resistant
* Tested for Durability
* Washability and Serviceability
* New Darktone and
* Neutral Shades









Beautiful, exquirdtely greet nylona at an extremely
law price! These were made to sell for $1.35 . . .
but becauae of some alight imperfection you pay only






Perfect Quality Nylons $ 135
Most Flattering Colors pr.
You'll love the sheer beauty of these perfect quality
hose. They're snag resistant for longer wear. And
what perfect gifts tho'll make for Christmas. Se-








































































































Place potato, carrot, celery,
onion and one cup water in tightly
covered pan. Cook until tender.
Drain off liquid. Add peas and 3
cops milk and vegetable liquid.
BI-nd together butter, flour and
salt and stir into vegetables. Wat
and stir constantly until slight:),
thickened. Makes 4 gencroits
servings.
The milk and vegetables give
the children "something hot." For
your husband's lunch, you may
add a cup of browned hamburger
or cubed cooked beef.
No* give. the lunch a surprise
salad by deviling a hard-cooked
egg, rolling in a big crisp lettuce
leaf and wrapping in wax prper.
It's a lingo. salad-no fork need-
ed.
For the lunch-box sco:dwich you
can provide a wekome change
from the same eiti combinations
by making orange bread sand-
wiches. No rpread-except butter
or marg....int.-is needed. Even
frest. oranges aren't required-
use a c.In of orange juice in their
place:
1 potato, diced
1 carrot, diced _
I, 2 cup celery.
diced
2 slices onion
1 cup peas, drained







1 cup rolled oats
1 cup orange juice
3 ti•aspoolis powiter
I tiaspoon grated lemon peel
3, cop nut meats
Blend butter and sugar. Add
egg and b.at S.ti to•!cther
thy in!;rechunts; take out cup
and mix with nut meats. Add
cup dry ingredients to egg and
sugar nlixture, mix well. Add oats,
orange juice and lemon p •.!, then
remaining dry ingredients a a ci
floured nut meats. Pour into ;wed-
greased papi.r-lined loaf pa n.
Bake in moderate oven (350-) F.
approximately 1 hour.
Dates, raisins and a small candy
biu•-easy to pack and ea.sy to
eat-give the lunch a sweet end-
ing. And remember to put in a
cloth napItin and a square of











Nothing like steaming hot soup
for Sunny's and Suzy's lunch box.
Canned .ioup, heated in a jiffy,
poured into a preheated thermos
bottle Lod tightly capped, stays
hut. So does this h omemade
vegetable soup--made while you
:it your breakfast.
Cagan of Vegetable Soup
DEATHS
MRS. DELIA McCORKLE
Services were held Tuesday af-
ternoon at two o'clock at the Mt.
Moriah- Church for Mrs. 'Delta • • -
Morris McCorkle who died Mon- I
her daughter on Rade One, OJAI
day afternoon at the home o
ion County. Rev. T. A. Duncan of
Martin, officiated. Burial was
Mt. Moriah Cemetery. She will
82.
She leaves her daughter, Mrs.'
Dan Roy Butts, three sons, Gra-
dy McCorkle, who is principal of
Hail High School, Morris McCor-
kle and Lonnie McCorkle, both of
Obion.
Services were held Tuesday af -
ternoon at one o'clock at the
Byrn Funeral Home in Mayfield
for Mrs. Eva Jones, widow of
Glen Jones, of Mayfield, follow-
ing an illness of several months.
The Rev. C. W. Lawrence, pastor
of High Point Baptist Church,
officiated. Burial was in Lit-
tle Obion Cemetery. She was 69.
Mrs. Jones was a member of
High Point Baptis tChurch.
She leaves three sons, Homer
Jones of Mayfield, Thomas Jones,
of Detroit and William R. Jones
of St. Louis; three daughters,
Mrs. Louis Brown of Fulton and
several grandchildren.
MRS. SALLIE ANN BELL
Funeral services 'for Mrs. Sal-
lie Ann Bell, 80, who died last
week at the home of her daugh-
ter. Mrs. Ernie Crittenden of
Midwio. were held at New Hope
Church.
Mrs. Bell was born in Terrell,
Tenn., November 28, 1869. Ste,
married Frank A. Bell and nine
children were born. Her hus-
band and flour children preceded
her in death.
Survivors are: two sons, Royce
and Melvin, both of Martin: tWo
step-sons,--Arba• Bell of Martin
and Clatid Bell of Fulton: three V
daughters, Mrs. Ernie Crittenden 411
:ind Mrs. Loyce Laster, both of t
Union City and Mrs. Alton Wea-
therford of Martin: 19 grand-
children: three brothers, John
-Walker of Martin, Mac and Joe
Walker of Union City: and a sis-
ter. Mrs. Will Futtrell of Detroit. It
V
Sparkling New Pontiac Makes Debut
The enhanced beauty ot the 1950 Pontiac is well exemplified in the dashing lines of the Stream-
liner two-door sedan pictured here. Pontiac again offers a wide variety of choice with two lines of
cars, six or eight cylinder engines and Hydra-Matic or synchro-mesh transmission. The Hydra-
Mat ic transmission is optional on all models at extra cost.
thee." (Jer. 32:17) 1 creepeth upun the earth. So God
I created man in his own image, in
1
the image of God created he him,
male anci female created he
them". (Gen. 1:26, 27)
i JUNIOR MUSIC CLUB
ENJOYS DELIGHTFUL
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
"And God said, let us make man
in our image, after our likeness:
and let them have dominion over
the fish of the sea, and over the
fowl of the air, and over the cat-
tle, and over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing that sponsor, Mrs. Hendon Wright, en- During. the social hour. gifts
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Is the Univrrse, Including
Man, Envolved by Atomic
Force?" is the subject of the
Lesson-Serrnon whTch will be
read in all Christian Science
churches throughout the world on
Sunday, December 18. 1949.
The Golden Text is: "Ah Lord
Gi•Td! behold, thou hast made the
heaven and the earth by thy
power and stretched out arm.




Stmday - Monday - Tuesday - December 18, 19, 20







Coming - XMAS Sunday - That New Jolson Hit
"Jolson Sings Again"
Wednesday - Thursday - Dec. 21-22
"SHOCKPROOF"
with
(Ne,w) Cornel Wilde (New)
and
Patricia Knight
Their Marriage Made Them Fugitives









Serial: -"Adventures of Frank and Jesse James"
"Knights Illitst Fall" - Cartoon
THE HOUSE OF FIRST RUN HITS
PINTS $2.?.0
1 2 P I N T S S 1 . 1 5 rat; Bouquet" 
OLD FORRESTER"America's Most Famous Fifths 610
"For Pleasant
,--- 
itt...0, HALF pThrFs s Ao 
YELLOWSTONE Fifths 67° SEAGRAM'S86 Proof PINTS  . 
90 5 Proof 
$21.7.1
OLD FITZGERALD "fill; 6°° . SEVEN CROWN iV Moments" --- ,....•
I Fifth $400 i
1



















, , 86 Proof







PINTS  • $2.66





























DRY GIN 1411Lior 
11.25








PINTS $2.30 "Sunny Morning ROMA Sherry, fifth $1.00
$1.201/2 PINTS Fifth $4.00 
Flavor" Vermouth Fifth $1.50
Pints $2.50 
PINTS   $2.50
1!2 PINTS $1.30 
After Dinner
1 2 Pints, $1.30
86 Proof ROMA Muscatel 5th $1.00
MP 
ROMA Port Fifth $1.00 PIN" $4."
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KY TAVERN Fifths 58°
Fifths 680 ..!!!!!--os GRANDAD
were exchanged and Miss Parrish
presented the sponsor, Mrs.
Wright with a lovely gift from the
club.
Hostesses were Mary Davis
Weaks, Fredericka Gibton, .Xoyee
Fields, Cissy Murphey,‘ Amelia
Parrish -and Nancy Wilson.
Potatoes, one of America's
principal crops, are grown in
every stale MP the Union_
An acre at pine trees enn
produce three times more cel-
lulose than aci acre of cotton.
The first free library in
America was started in Charles-
ton, S. C_, 1095.
Molly Pilcher was the frit
woman sergeant in the American
Celluloid. the first plastic, A/ OS
developed in 1869 on a wood
HAMBURGERS
-GET A SACK FULL.
Pit Bar - B Q
- - Hickory Flavor
HOT DOGS

























joyed its annual Christmas party
and program at the regular meet-
ing Wednesday, December 7 at
the club home.
The business session was con-
ducted by the president, Miss
Amelia Parrish. •
A delightful program was pre-
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Little Miss Rita Kramer was
honored on her seventh birt`z-
day Saturday afternoon with a
lovely birthday party given by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Theo-
dore Kramer, Jr., at their beau-
tiful home in the Count:0y Club
Court.
. The party was held in tlze re-
• creation room, which was at-
tractively decorated in red,
green and white carrying cut
the Christmas motif.
Twenty-two little guests en-
joyed the afternoon of games
and contests with Susan Bus-
hart, Patsy Smith and Joan Car-
ter winning prizes.
Late in the afternoon ice cream
and cake were served. The birth-
day table was centered with a
beautifully decorated cake in
green, red and white with light-
ed candles. Favors of balloons
were given each guest
The guest list included: Susan
Bushart, Joan Carter, Patsy
Smith, Susan McDade, Rhea
Looney, Linda Muzzall, Pamela
Homra, Judy and Jane Keiser,
Joyce Hainley, Sonia Fay Babb,
Cynthia Campbell, Gary Williain-
son, Allen Benedict, Duncan Bus-
hart, Lynn Johnson, Bill Lean-
eave, Phillip Andrews, Buddy
Rose and Johnny Jones.
Betty McDade sent a gift but




The Wesleyan Guild of the
First Methodist Church met in
the home of Mrs. Trevor iffhayne
for its annual Christmas supper
and party.
The house was beautifully dec-
orated in keeping with the, holi-
day season.
A lovely pot luck supper was
served buffet style from the pret-
ty appointed dining table cen-
tered with an arrangement of
pine, colorful Christmas balls
and lighted tapers. The guests
were seated at card tables.




Value throughout—and easy to own—
illarral trade-in. may Lerma. Sao it NOSS.






The true spirit of Christmas
really reikned in the hearts of
the members of the Victory
Homemakers Club and theit
guests as they met Tuesday, De-
cember 13 at Cliftcrest, the beau-
tiful colonial home of Mrs. L. A.
Clifton.
The entire house was artisti-
cally decorated with holly, mag?
nolia, cut flowers and Christmas
trimmings.
The food leader, Mrs. Raymo..d
Harrison, and her assistants had
a delicious Christmas dinner pre-
pared which was served in tne
dining room and adjoining rooms.
The center decoration for the
dining table consisted of holly
and red candles while miniature
Santa Clauses were placed on the
smaller tables.
The roll call was arlswered by
telling about the most treasured
toy recevied at Christmas when a
child.
Mrs. H. P. Roberts, landscape
leader, suggested that we trim ()lir
evergreens' and'uie our own -
orations for Christmas. She also
suggested that we use salt spar-
ingly on walks and steps to melt
the ice or use ashes instead as
salt will kill the grass and ever- I
greens when swept onto them. I
In the afternoon the group ga-
thered arouhd the .Christmas tree
and sang carols. Santa made his
appearance, much to the delight
of the small children and distrib-
uted the many useful gifts that
were exchanged.
Twenty three members enjoyed
the day and three visitors, Mrs.
C. J. Bowers, Mrs. Norris Dame
and Mrs. Ben Morris.
The club will meet in January





The Mayfield Chapter of the
Order of the Eastern Star were
hosts to a lovely tea Sunday af-
ternoon from two to five o'-
clock at the Masonic Hall.
The tea was in honor of the
District Deputy Grand Matron.
Mrs. C. E. Gargus and the Lis-
teenth District, Order of the Eas-
trict Deputy Patron of the eigh-
tern Star of Kentucky, Mr. Walk-
er.
Those attending Prom Fulton
were: Mrs. Verna DeMyer, 'Mrs.
Max McKnight, Mrs. William
Hinkle, Mrs. William Holland,
Mrs. John Morris, Mrs. Carl
Wright, Mrs. George Moore and
daughter, Sue, Mrs. Virgil Da.. is,
Mrs. Margaret Reno, M 1 3S El:z-
abeth Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward Benedict.
The Fulton County News, Fulton, lientuckv
THESE WOMEN! By d'Alessi0
r•
"See what I mean? We didn't buy that fur coat I wanted




The Uneedus Circle of the
First Methodist Church enjoyed
its annual pot luck supper and
Christmas party Monday, Dec-
ember 12 in the dining room of
the church.
The guests arrived at 6:30 and
a delectable supper was served
at long tables centered with
Christmas decorations.
Gifts were brought for the
Jordan faniily, Edith Earl Lan-
caster and the Iljin family.
Twenty seven members and
nine visitors, Mrs. Effie Mabrey,
Mrs. Margaret Reno, Mrs. Milton
Calliham, Mrs. Howard Edwards,
Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, Mrs. Har-
old Newton, Mrs. Helen Iljin and
Mrs. C. D. Edwards.
Hostesses wernes:
Frank Wiggins, Herbert Goulder,
Alex Leneave and Robert Gra-
ham. Mrs. Paul Nanney was ad-




Mrs. T. M. Frankl 21 woq
cious hostess to a Chri- limas des-
sert bridge complimenting the
members of the Tuesday after-
noon bridge.club.
The card tables were most at-
tractive. They were centered
with silver fringette Christmas
trees with tiny blue balls on a
snow base of Etyofloam, sprinkl-
ed with glitter. dust.
Mrs. Abe Jolley was high
scorer in the games of contract.
Members playing were Mes-
dames: Jolley, L. 0 Bradford,
Clanton Meacham, Ernest Fall,
Sr., J. D. Davis. J. C. Suggs, G.














Boudoir - Table - Floor
LAMPS
SAMSON CARD TABLES 3.95
CHILDRENS' BREAKFAST SETS - DESKS -
SCOOTERS - TRICYCLES
AT CLOSE OUT PRICES!
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.




Circle No. 3 of the First Bap-
tist church enjoyed a lovely
Christmas .dinner at the church
Monday night.
Covers were .laid for fourteen
at a long table attractively dec-
orated with a Christmas scene.
Follovving thf dinner Christ-
mas carols were sung led by Mrs.
Charles Gregoiy, after which
Mrs. J. C. Suggs told an impres-
sive Christmas story.
The group presented their
chairman, Mrs. Rube McKnight,
with a gift. .
Guests to the dinner were Mrs.
011ie Kaler, Mrs. Allen Austin




The Order of the Eastern Star
Fulton Chapter No. 41 had its
annual Christmas supper and
party Tuesday night at the Ma
sonic home.
A delicious buffet supper 2A..e.
served from the dining table
which was centered with an ar-
rangement of Christmas greenery
and colorful Christmas balls, with
the guests *waited at -long tables
in the lgdge room. Sprays of
greenery tied with red ribbon
116bws and sprays of holly added
beauty to the tables.
After supper the group sang
Christmas carols and then Mrs.
Verna DeMyer told an impressive
Christmas story, "The Candle,"
which was enjoyed by all present.
Gifts were then exchanged
from the beautifully 'lighted
Christmas tree. More than 100
guests attended.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
n eggnog made
With milk as pure
As ours will make
You well for sure.
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Cal/if
- - - - and Love
Y 0 U
for giving them!
If you want to be CERTAIN your gift
will be liked, give beautiful DANIEL
Green Slippers
- - - the very finest
in beauty, comfort and
'stay-in-shape" quality.
Elegant satin or exclusive 100c', pure wool
velvafelt.
Fry's Shoe Store
220 Lake Street Fulton
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I Christmas LightsPressure Cookers and Canners
ill Washing Machines—Apex
vt Baby Washing Machines
V* Electric Heaters
V*vit Electric Heating Pads
V* Popcorn Poppers
II4op Refrigerators and Electric St
oves—Kelvinator
V* Dormeyer Electric Mixers
11: Sandwich Toasters Waffle Irons
id Home Freezers — Kelvinator
4; Eureka Cordless Irons0
At Electric Clocks for every room
til Door Chimes
















"Dream World" Dolls Motorola Radios and Record 
Players
V„it Metal Rocking Chairs A. M. and F. M.
'4R Electric Trains
4R Baseball Gloves, Mitts and Bats 
General Electric Radios and Record Players
** Basketball Shoes Kitchen Radios, with and without Clocks
oit Basketball and Footballs
11$1 Cap Pistols "Smokeretts" Radios for den or office
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Hunting Coats and Pants
Shell Vests Decoys
Shotgun Shells Shotguns
Casting Rods and Reels
-1v Rods and Reels
Fishing Plugs and Flies
Gold Plated Fish Hooks
Tackle Boxes Compasses
Hunting Knives Gun Cases
Dog Collars
Sportsmens Charcoal Stoves




FOR BOYS AND GIRLS RADIOS
Mechanical Trucks COMPLETE LINE OF ALL RADIO PARTS
Schwinn Bikes for Boys and Girls AND REPAIRS
CITY ELECTRIC & TIRE Co.









































































































































































Mrs. C. E. Williams
Little Kara Williams visited
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Kindred
Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Comadore Nan-
ney of Milan visited Mr. and Mrs.
Winstead near Kingston's Store
Sautrday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dean
Williams and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Foster drove to Louisville
to see little Ronnie Williams
Sunday.
M. T. Cannon has an infection
in his foot and is not so well. We!
hope he will soon be up and out I
again. He is at the home of His .
daughter, Mrs. Willie Cavender.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
visited Miss Betty Ridgeway.
who was just home from the hos-
pital, Sunday afternoon at the !
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Irvan. • I
Mrs. Radie Kingston has as her I
guest her sister from out west, I
who has not been here for thirty
years and was very glad to see
the rain as it doesn't rain there.
Mrs. Dail Phillips spent Sun-
day night with her father at the
home of her sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Cavender.
Joseph Williams and Miss
Charlotte Williams visited Miss
Betty Ridgeway a while Sunday :
afternoon at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Irvan.
Miss Betty Harris visited Mr.1
and Mrs. T. A. Jones Monday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Foster al d
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. V'.
T. Foster visited Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Williams a while Wed-
nesday night.
Among those that put their to-
bacco down Sunday was Dail
Phillips, who said he really put
in a day's work and thought
everyone should know it.
Claud McNeille hag returned
to Detroit after visiting friends
and relatives here this past week.
Little David Brann spent Sat-
urday afternoon with Mrs.
Radie Kingston and Clara Will-
iams.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kindred and
Miss Glenda Kindred were in
Mayfield Wednesday shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Percie King
visited Mr and Mrs. Acie Phil-
lips Sunday. afternoon.
Mrs. Betty Williams spent last
week in Mayfield with Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Kindred
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan
were in Mayfield Wednesday.
Frank Parrish has been ill
the past few days with a cold.
'
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FULTON ELECTRIC &FURNITURE C07.
Ernest Lowe, Mgr.












SONORA 5-tube portable radio, battery and elec.
ctric; (less batteries) $39.95
SONORA 5-tube brown plastic table radios $19.95
SONORA 6-tube ivory plastic radios $34.95
Sonora 6-tube table combination (automatic rec-
ord changer); regular $89.95
THIS WEEK ONLY $69.95
SONORA 4-tube white plastic bedside radio,
only $17.95
SANDWICH TOASTERS, chrome
f inish $6.95 and $10.95
BREAD TOASTERS up from $4.95
PRESTO 4-qt. pre.ssure cookers $13.95
PRESTO 7-qt. pressure cookers $21.95
MIRROMATIC 4-qt. pressure cookers $13.95
MIRROMATIC 8-qt. pressure canner and
Pan $15.95.
WEAREVER 4-qt. pressure cookers; reg. $12.95:
CLOSE-OUT special $6.95
PROCTOR automatic irons (with pilot-light):
Regular $14.95: Special at only $9.95
GENERAL MILLS (Betty Crocker) automatic
irons; Regular $12.95; Special at only $9.99
STEAM IRONER attachments for the above,
only $7.95
8 Days Left To
Shop With US and
SAVE On Your
Christmas Cliffs
































26 - Inch De Luxe
$39.95
Balloon tires! Wide handlebars! Electric
headlight . . kick-stand . . . . luggage
rack (not shown) . . . . chain guard . . . .
deluxe seat . . . . Bendix coaster brake.
Regularly - $59.95 - SAVE $20.00!
GIRLS
24-inch bicycle; blue enamel
$39.95
Balloon tires! Chain guard ... . New De-
parture coaster brake . kick stand ..
luggage carrier . . . . Regularly $49.50!
SAVE $10.00.
REMINGTON "foursome" electric shavers: Reg.
$19.50; Special $14.50
APEX (hand size) electric vacuum cleaners $24.95
SESSIONS teapot-design kitchen clock, assorted
colors (plus tax) $4.95
SPECIAL! Chrome, electric, popcorn popper
(without lid); Reg. $5.95; close-out at $3.95
Electric PHONOGRAPHS, from $27.50 to $54.00
SAMSON electric heating pads $5.25 to $7.95
RECORD ALBUMS I' OFF! Many of the world's
leading popular and classical artists. Ideal
Christmas gifts!
RAY-0-VAC chrome flashlights (with batteries)
2-cell, complete $1.65
3-cell, complete $1.95
WINCHESTER luminous-case, 2-cell flashlights.
complete with batteries $1.89
POCKET 1CNIVES 50c to $3.00
INGERSOLL "Mickey Mouse" wrist
watches  $6.95 (plus tax)
STAINLESS STEEL tableware set (service for
6) $5.95 to $10.95
CHINA DINNtRWARE SETS: 32-pieces (service
for 6) $7.95 and $8.95
2-Light electric Christmas win-
dow wreaths, with 6-ft. cord;
Reg. $3.95 $1.95














In Today - Out Tomorrow
We have a complete line of
tubes, parts, etc.
Free Pickup and Delivery
1.
This Week's Hit Parade
Mule Train
2. I Can dream, can't I
8. That Lucky old sun
4. Slipping around
5. Don't Cry Joe
6. A Dreamer's Holiday
7. Dear hearts and gentle people
8. You're breakin gmy heart
9. Jealous Heart
10. The Old Master Painter
New Records Arriving Daily!
Our Record Stock is Catalogued and Displayed For Your Con-











day of last week with Mr. andNlary Nell Grubbs
I Mrs. E. C. Hawkins, Mary Nelland Evelyn Daugherty
Mrs. Bill Daughterty and chil- I Page and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
spent Sunday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Taylor.
Mrs. E. C. Hawkins was called
to Murray on Friday morning be-
and p. cause of the illness of her father,
Vale- Turbeville Mr. Dave Stubblefield. When she
Greer had supper with yalda's returned Sunday he was some
mother, Mts, Mammic Torbeville improved.
of Palmer.sville. Tenn. Mrs F3arney Yates, Martha and
Well. we think il it,is finally
Rti, 11 Yates and Betty Oliverhapptior' for
dren, Billy Jean and Jimmy, al-
so many others from here were
in Union City Wednesday even-
ing to sec the beautiful Christ-
mas para(A‘.
was a;',eet. 'loin The stork
rmet ba‘e arrived.
Connie F.•Its been absent
from work f scver,i1 days due
to i'Int ss. Ce:nie, we :ire missing
yini. Flurry ek!
Y - da My, . ng from the
t band section. She is to have
1,,n and Will be out for
,st three months.
-Aerie Boone. ,we welcome
yo,• in the wail-I hand section
fre-n the shipping floor.
Yr•s. it inis hapnened. Nona
Netherland came In this morn-
ir)r with a broad smile on her
face. She is a grandmother of a
six pound. twelve ounce girl,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
B rland.
111;. and Mrs. E. E." Tosh and
soi, had dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Daugherty and children Sun_
dr y.
Valda Turbeville and J. _P.
Greer spent Sunct9y afternoon in
Trcv visiting J. P.'s sister. Mrs.
B. S. Vaughan.
Garnette Brockwell spent the
weekend in Arlington visiting
Georgia and Reba Sproggs. They
spent Saturday in Mayfield shop-
-)ing. Friday and Saturday nights
were spent dancing in Wickliffe.
It finally happened. Garnette
lrockwell got a-lucky number on
a punch board. She won a flash
'tulb camera. Please will no else
: how her a punch board. The plor
Idd has almost broke trying to
• -et a lucky number just once.
"laybe now she will be satisf;ed
r maybe she let it go to her
lead and will try for more. -
Mr. and Mrs. Dub Johnson and
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Alexand2r
vent Saturday. in Mayfield. and
T'aducah shopping. •
There are many of us girls in
the waist band section who never
reached the...honor roll in our
school days but now at Siegel's
every day is honor daY with -us.
Evelyn Inman, Sue Inman, Ru-
',y Wilkerson and Mozelle Hobbs
-vere in Union City shopping Sat-
urday.
Bessie Gilbert, Lila Marie Hen-
lerson, Barbara Gilbert and Lo-
'etta Gilbert spent Saturday in
Mayfield shopping.
Valda Turbeville and J. P.
flreer visited Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Daugherty Wednesday night.
Mary Nell Page
Mr. and Mrs. Davis and family
spent Sunday afternoon with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. New_
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress
and Patricia had supper Thurs-
socrt Saturday in Mayfield shop-
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress
and Patricia spent the weekend
with Mr. E. C. Hawkins, Mary
Nell Page and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smith left
Wednesday morning for their
home in Detroit, Mich. They have
been visiting friends and relatives
here for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle visit-
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs Ben
Holland of Water Valley, " Ky..
Sunday aft;ernoon.
FOOD SALE SATURDAY
The ladies of the Episcopal
Church Guild will conduct a
food sale Saturday morning at
the K. U. office on Lake street.
The sale opens at 8:30 a m..
and lasts till noon.
-Buy TB Seals--
SATURDAY LAST DAY
Saturday December 24th is
the date on which applicants for
jobs with the City of Fulton for
1950 may fie their names, the
City Council announces .
Application received after




with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3e per word
(minimum, 50e)
Each Succeeding Insertion 11/2c
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.
The co-woikers of the Walnut
Grove Church will have a food
sale and bazaar Friday, Decem-
ber 16 at the Kentucky Utilities
office on Lake St.
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS: Paper
drapes, assorted colors and
prices. Exchange Furniture
Store. Fulton, Ky.
AUTO GLASS installed while
you wait. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Fulton Paint and Glass
Co. Phone 909.
The Token Getinty News, Fulton, Kentucky,
FOR cmusTmAR Gins,
cial on table lamps, price $4.95,
inn tables, cocktail tables and
radio tallies, prices $3.95 to
$14.50. Exchange Furniture
Store. Fulton, Ky.
SECOND HAND clothes; assort.-
ed line: bargains. Bruce
I)Voodwork Shop, Lake Street
extension, Fulton.
FOR SALE: Fresh Buttermilk
for Hog Feed,. Swift and Co.,
Fulton„Ky. Phone-66.
BARGAIN. NEW SPINET PI-
ANO. Why buy an unknown
make, second hand piano from
an unknown party, lyhen Ken-
tueky's greatest music store of-
fers you a new, standard brand
piano, free service, and
Shackleton's guarantee all for
the same price? SPECIAL,
from now until Christmas, or
as long as they last, we are of-
fering to the readers of this
advertisement the reliable
Standard Brand New Cable
Sninet Piano, for only $595.00
on terms less than rent, $4.00
- weekly. Phone (reversing
charges for full information)
or write us for illustrated cata-
log at once. Tlie quantity of
pianos is limited. Shackleton
Piano Company, 621 South
Founth Street, Louisville, 2,
Kentucky.
SECOND HAND clothes: 5(rwool
skirts for 25c. shoes from 10c
to $1.00 and crepe dresses 50c
to $1.00. Bruce Second Hand
Store. Lake St. Extention, Ful-
ton.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
WE REPAIR, rebuild or makc
any kind of woodwork; frames
doors, boats, cabinets, etc.
Bruce Woodwork Shop, Lake
street extension, Fulton.
--WANTED: Country hams. Cur-
rent market prices paid.
SMITH'S CAFE, Fulton.
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS: Re-
vere cook ware, complete stock.
Exettange Furniture Store. Ful-
ton, Ky.
FOR SALE: One good Jersey
milk cow. One Farmall B
tractor and cultivators. Hom-
er Underwood. Fulton - Union
City Highway. Phone Union
City 1596-J-3.
"FOR SALE: One "Button Crush-
er", since the installation of
our new Button sew Machine
which replaces all the buttons
on our Customers shirts, we
hale eliminated the "Button
Crusher" entirely. - O. K.
LAUNDRY.
GIVE A TYPEWRITER for
Xmas. Place your order now
and be disappointed.
Suptily limited. FULTON OF-
FICE SUPPLY CO., Typewrit-
ers-Adding Machines - Cash






WHY PAY 'NEW CAR" PZICEon used cars when we can
sell you GOOD late models-at FAR BELOW new car price.
SEE OUR STOCK - - - - COMPARE OUR PRICES
Take advantage of our many years of buying experience and
save. We are offering for Christmas bargains far below
new ear prices, and, too, they look like new,
run like new; all guaranteed.
Try one and help to force new car prices down. We have a
complete stock ; all local cars; no northern "rust".
Come in and SAVE.
KNOW WHO YOU ARE DEALING WITH
CHAS. HOLLOWAY PRICE KIMBEL WILBURN HOLLOWAY
Holloway's Used Cars





FRUIT No. 2' 2 can 29'
K"GER COCKTAP.
PEAS 5 N°. "3 cans 49'ENGLIsH
KROGER PEAS 2 :°ar:s"3 25(
SWEET, TENDER
DAISY CHEESE LB. 47c
SODA 6 Pkgs. 25c
ARM and HAMMER
MINCE MEAT "'". 15c
KROGER
SUGAR 1-1b. pkg. 13'
i111.014 or CONFECTIONERS
RAISINS 1 PKGS. 35c
St'NMAID SEEDLESS
VANILLA 3-0Z. BOT. 10°
AVONDA1.E EXTRACT





EGGS "11 . 57'
















KR1GER Bread 2 23c ‘-'4;40-Loal,e
I 011. !".1, 5. IO -;C per lam.
KROGER Flour
The Etag's a ready made apron.-needs no
ea M
ir UMR9t





































SPOTLIGHT COFFEE ra: $1.71
PKG.
HOT ROLL MU( 15' FRUIT CAKE 
2' ,-Ib. can 1.89
Duff's or Pillsbury's Kroger Vacuum
SALAD DRESSIM 39" CIGARETTES 1°-"' 1.67
Embassy Gift wrapped-Popular Brands
PRESERVES 12-0z. 
Jar 23' PRINCE ALBERT I-Lb. C" 85'




Buy Your Christmas Hams now at this low Price.
PORK ROAST Lb. gc
9-inch Loin. Portion ivith tenderloin in  Lb. 45c
LOIN 7 or 8
Rib Cut
SLICED Bacon I 13 55c
ABROS, STAR or PREMIUM.
SALT MEAT LB 29c
STREAK-O-LEAN.















POTATOESs. No. I Washed Reds
TREES
I-LB. CELLO
10 LB. BULK KRAa BAG




























































































Farmers No Lorrer Ne-n1 to L. - 1
Holes in Stock Vvatering lanks
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
Water is ono of the most important
things required by poultry and live-
stock. For eggs, milk and meat are
made up largely of water. It is essen-
tial, therefore, that it be made avail-
IT FLOATS--This 300-watt deicer
Boats on the surface of the tank;
keeps a drinking hole open ist sub-
zero weather.
able on the farm on a year-round
basis, if production levels are to be
maintained.
In northern states that creates some-
what of a problem. Winter is no re-
specter of stock tanks. For it causes
ice to freeze on them just as readily
as on the old mill pond. And cattle
don't like ice in their drinking water.
The chill and pain of cracked ice in
their throats di,courages them from
THE NEWS
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Dec. 16, 1949
drinking the amount necessary for
putting on weight or producing milk.
Laying hens react the same way. Ice
in the poultry waterers means fewer
eggs in the nests.
Various sources of heat_have been
tried to combat the farmer', winter
watering problems. The newest of
these is electricity. Safe and effective,
electric water warmers provide ther-
mostatically controlled heat without
personal attention. '
There are three types of electric
water warmers: immersion heaters,
et 1,000 watts or more, which warm
all the water in the tank; 300-watt
deicers, which float on the surface of
the tank and keel) ice from freezing
around e sizable drinking hole; and
heated drinking cups. The latter de-
vica looking somewhat like a large
pipe, contains a drinking bowl similar
to that used in dairy barns. Inside
and immediately under the bowl is a
thermostatically controlled heating
unit. The water pipe is protected by
heating cable. The flow of water is
controlled by a treadle, which stock
push down when they want to drink.
Winter watering problems for poul-
try are solved, generally, through a
combination of pressure water sys-
tems, heating cable and immersion
heaters. Pressure systems keep the
water flowing into the poultry house,
while exposed pipe lines and connec-
tions are kept open throughout cold
weather through the application of
thermostatically controlled heating
cable. Immersion heaters.prevent ice
from forming in fountains and drink-
ing troughs.
aim
AUSTIN SPRINGS of Chicago.
and Mrs. John Elder and family
Bin; Carey Frields I Miss Bettie Brockwell of Har-
Mr. Raymond Cherry has an ' his spent the weekend with Mr.
ear . infection requiring some i and Mrs. Luther Pannell. 
•
treatment. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Thermon Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Watts of spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Detroit are here vacationing and I Luther Pannell.
visiting relatives round about Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchi-
this area. ' ; son spent Monday night with Mr.
Litt:e I.eslie Lassiter is recov- I and Mrs. Les Cruce.
ering 'rom a seige of cold. lierchel Wallace, Alvin D.
Rev. Alton Perry will fill his Cruce and Claud W. spent
 the
regular appointment at New Sa- ! weekend in Nashville.
lem Baptist church on next Sun- j Mr. and Mrs. John Elde
r and
day. ! family. Mr. and Mrs. 
Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Doyl Frields and I Cruce spent Sunday evening 
with
Karen, visited parents, Mr. and I Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Clark.
Mrs. care), Frields Saturday Bettie Jean Clark, 
daughter of
nite. Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Clark, 
is ill
Tobacco season is here and all with chicken pox.
tobacco is in bulk. getting pre- ' 
Pared f(ir market. The dry DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
weather has hindered, the hand-
ling of the preparation will be
rushed and ready for sales first
of the New Year.
News from the bedside of Ed-
gar Wells, Murray. Ky., are that
he is improved and able to set up
a portion of time. Mr. Wells is
a relative of the late L. B. Las-
siter fatnily and who made visits
here.
Gravel has been laid on the
new Browning road as for as the
B. L. Doron farm. The new road
bed has been biult but the re-
cent down pour of rain has made
traffic difficult, and industry
slowed down to some extent.
FULTON ROUTE 4
Joyce Cruce
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce were Mr.
Joyce Taylor
Most everyone in this com-
munity was glad to see the rain
that fell Sunday and Monday so
they could get their tobacco
down.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Frenoh
and Jerry visited Mr. and Mni.
T. C".' House Wednesday night.
Arthur Lene Hicks was the
guest of Joyce Tayior from Fri
dziy night until Sunday morn-
ing.
Mrs. Ruth Strayhorn of Fulton
and daughters, Margie and Jan-
ice of Missouri visited her sister,
Mrs. Ellen Rowland and family
Saturday night and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor were
the Sunday dinner guests of W.
L. and Allie Rowland.
Mr. and Mrc Harry Yates vis-





Banks sell Christmas presents? Of course we do!
We sell U.S. Savings Bonds, which arc just about the finest
kind of Christmas present you can give —or receive,
A Savings Bond is an ideal gift —one that increases in value-
from year to year—and pays back in ten short years
$4 for every $3 you put in. It's the "present
with a future"... the gift that keeps on giving.
Come in today to buy a gift of Savings Bonds—for your
children or grandchildren, or others you want to remember
on Christmas with • gift of lasting value.
Gift wrapping? Y es indeed.' We give yea
free an art reproduction of • beautiful
Christmas oil painting as a jacket hold
each imiividual gift of Bonds.
FULTON BANK
SAFETY - SERVICE - SATISFACTION
• MEMBER F. D. I. C. •
of Mayfield Sunday.
• Mrs:- J. J. MgNatt, whc has
gn ill with a cold, is better.
Bettie Casey w is the Saturday
and Saturday night guest of
Joyce Taylor
1%.11. and Mts. Earl Wray ca:!ed
et. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
C. House Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Tvlor,
Joyee Taylor, Arthur Lene Hicks
and Bettie Sue Casey shopped in
Fulton Saturday.
Mrs. Addie Casey and family
viiited Mr. and Mr.. Tommie
Moore and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnston
called on Mr. and Mrs. Clon
HouNe Thursday.and helped with
the hog killing. They were driv-
-
ing a new Chevrolet car.
Bettie Casey and Joycr..i Tay-
lor were the Sunday ditiner
guests of Aruthur Lene Hicks.
PIERCE STATION
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Austin
and Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Austin
spent Sunday in Evansville, Ind..
with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Under-
wood and children of Beelerton,
Ky., spent Sunday with his
mother, Mrs. Mary Underwood.
Mrs. Christine Pierce and Mrs.
Algie Hay spent Sunday with
Mr .and Mrs. W. L. Matthews
near Dukedom.
Mrs. John Smith is on the sick
list at this writing.
Mrs. Jack Lowe spent Monday
in Paducah shopping.
Mrs. Gerald Hicks and chil-
dren of Humboldt spent the week
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Birmingham.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Burcham
of Jordan were Sunday guests of
his brother, W. D. Burcham and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem and
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stem visited
relatives in Martin Sunday.
Alford Lassiter of Humboldt
has returned lo_ his home after a
week's visit with his grand-





THE VALUE OF A SMILE
it costs nothing but creates Midi.
It enriches those who receive without improverishing those
who give.
It happens in a flash and the memory of it sometimes lasts
forever.
None are so rich that they can get along without it.
And none are so poor but are richer for its benefits.
It creates happiness irt the home, fosters good will in business
and is the countersign of friends.
It is rest to the weary, daylight to the discouraged, sunshine
to the sad and nature's best antidote for trouble.
Yet it cannot be bought, borrowed or stolen.
For it is something that is of no earthly good to anyone
till it is given away.
For nobody needs a smile so much as those who have none
left to give.




To Our Friends And Customers --
f1441:141011"6;1 4tt'
As the holidays are drawing near, we want to ex-
press to each of you who have been so loyal to us
our sincere appreciation for according us a goodly
part of your business and friendship. We trust that
we ma'y merit a continuance of same.
My clerks join me in wishing you and yours a
very Merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous
New Year. —P. C. FORD






Our store is filled with beautiful packages for
the holidays .... and the largest and most complete
stock in Western Kentucky to select from. We want
you to drop in and see us ... . and remember, you
are always welcome. We take pleasure in listing
some of our better-known and more popular lines.
below:

























VSO Brandy Lairds Apple




Bardenheir's Port Sherry Muscatel, Clare
Petri Sherry Muscatel





Black and White Haig & Haig
White Horse Vat 69



























Ancient Age Jim Beam
Lem Motlow's Private Stock
Early Times, 5 yrs. 90 pr.
Boston Spot Bottle 86 proof, 3 yrs.
Walker's DeLuxe, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Old Charter, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Clld Stag, 3 yrs. 86 proof.
Glenmore, 90 pr.
Jack Daniels Bourbon Dew
Liquers
Southern Comfort
Garden Club (Peach and Apricot)
Canadian
Seagram V. 0. Canadian Club
4.0.4,Agoggg.tagstgeggstcatag
A 




P. ( . ord O. W. McPherson "Happy" 
Hogan Polly Yates
The Largest Stocks in West Kentucky
Lake Street Extended (Near the Underpass) Fulton, Ky.
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The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
First District In Driver's Seat Is Outlook
For 1950 Polities, Enquirer Reporter Says
By Dick Kirkpatalck)
Frankfort: Governor Clements
has got the jump on his potitical
opponents who may try to beat
him out of the 1950 Democratic
U. S. Senatorial primary.
His latest move (designed to
break up his opponents' kings
row) has been to concentrate his
power toward the Southwest
corner of the state; namely the
First Congressional Dista•ict
which has a habit of regularly
• --- —
turning out about the heaviest
Democratic margins of any sec-
tion of the state.
Whether he can maintain a po-
litical jump ahead is a matter
that his opponents within his
own party may contest
The Southwestern corner (de-
scribed as the Jackson Pur-
chase), has been one of the Gov-
ernor' weak spots, and this fact,
combined with the fact that No-
lbe J. Gregory, First District
Congressman, is talking like a
sensatorial primary opponent,
PECANS WANTED
Write or Telephone CEntral 2100
all year, one bag or a carload.
Highest prices paid. Buying
Shif to R. E. Funsten Co.515 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis 3, Mo.
LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Maned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street Fulton, Ky.
VIIIATtentor
r Chribms?
If you're purled about your Christmas list,
pause for a moment.
For tfte real joy of Christmas giving lives, not
in gifts, themselves, but in the fact that with
each gift we give something of ourselves.
For at Christmas time the money we've worked
all year to earn pays us rich dividends in 'the
pleasure it gives to those near and dear to us.
Try to find anotht nation where such oppor-
tunity to work, to earn and to spend is enjoyed
by so many with so much.
Along the Main Line of Mid-America are
37,500 Illinois Central people with a fair share
of some ;133,000,000 in yearly wages to spend
as they choose this Christmas. They have
earned this money, not only by working for
this railroad, but because they have served
you in many ways throughout the year.
Speaking for them, we give you our best
Christmas wishes and our gratitude for the






MAIN LINE Of MID-AMERICA
has led to the Governor's oppon-
ent, has led to the political jump
latest move_and political jump
on Gregory or whoever may
choose to get into the senatorial
primary.
Out of the First District, the
Governor has picked his two ma-
jor leaders for the House of Rep-
resentatives in the 1950 General
Assembly, which convenes in
Frankfort in four weeks. .
Adron Doran, Wingo, (Graves
County), has the administration's
backing for Speaker of the
House, and James P. Hanratty,
Hopkinsville, (from hte other
end of the Governor's support
for House Majority Leader.
To favor these two, the Gov-
ernor had to drop the Rev. T.
Herbert Tinsley, Warsaw, pre-
sent Speaker who will return to
his regular seat in the 1950
House, and .he passed over Lee
McClain, Bardstown, and Robert
N. Hubbard, Hodgenville, to pick
Hanratty:
Therefore, political observers
have interpreted the Governor's
decision to favor the First Dis-
trict as an effort to split up the
First District stronghold of his
opponents so that the result will
be to neutralize the First Dis-
trict primary vote regardless of
whether Gregory or some other
strong candidate .. should enter
the 1950 primary.
• • • •
SIGNIFICANCE in the Gover-
nor'es First District move is
emphasized by these factOrs:
(1)—Both Doran and Hanratty
were strong backers of Harry
Lee Waterfield, Clinton, in the
Waterfield-Clements feud for the
1947 Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, Waterfield, a former
Speaker of the House. himself
will be back as a member of the
1950 House where he now will
see two of his former associates
as the strong. arms of Clements,
his political foe.
(2)—There have been reports
that Gregory and Waterfield,
who have been on or:iosites
of First District primaries,
get together in 1950, w.th Greg-
ory backing Waterfielr, for Firr'
District Congressman if Gregory
decides to make the senatorial
battle against Clements. There
has been no confirmation of this
report.
(3)—Thsre is a report, circul-
ating from administration sour-
ces, that Doran will announce
for Gregory's congressional seat
the moment that Gregory should
announce for the Senate primary
against Clements. (Gregory re-
portedly has told friends he will
decide before the General As-
sembly meets whether he will
get into the Senate race or not).
(4)—Fred H. Morgan, Padu-
cah, was House Majority Leader
in the 1949 Special Session, and
wanted to return to the post, but






Maks your trip • hollday, too
—from driving strain and traffic
worries—in the warm, deep-cush•





Dallas, Tex. 13.25 23.85
Jackson, Miss  6.60 11.90
Cincinnati  5.75 10.35
Toledo   11.05 19.90
Muskegon, Mich.  11.35 20.45
Wash. D. C..... .... 15.05 27.10
(U. S. Tax Extra)
UNION BUS STATION
4th & Carr Phone 44
Charles W. Burnley blocked each
other out of the consideration.
Both are former backers of
Waterfield and both are in the
First Congressional District.
Burnley was First Assist. Floor
Leader in the 1948 and 1949 ses-
sions, and had been backed by
Clements in the 1949 session but
lost to Morgan. Both have, up to
now, worked closely with Cle-
ments's administration.
(5)—The name of David Bark-
ley, Paducah, son of the Vice
President, has been posed as a
possible candidate tor Gregory's
congressional seat if Gregory va-
cates it. The Barkley name in a
First District primary would
draw out a heavy vote that
should be of benefit to Gregory.
Therefore, it would be to the
Governor's advantage to pro-
mote a multitude of leaders bat-
tling among themselves a united
show of strength against him
there.
ON THE OTHER SIDE of the
ledger are these factors that the
Governor's opponents regard as
favorable to them: .
(1)—A number of the Gover-
nors' assticiates. like Doran, and
Hanratty, have previously op-
posed the Governor or have ow-
ed political allegience to persons
now opposed to the Governor.
Therefore, t h e Governor's
choices have irritated his own
friends, causing the Governor to
lose ground where he formerly
was strongest.
(21—At the same time, his op-
ponentssay, the Governor will
not be able in the end to count on
the full and undivided support
of all of those he has taken into
his circle of leadership. In other
words, they contend, the Gover-
nor has built his administration
from the material of others, and
the former "owners" may come
back for their "borrowed" ma-
terial.
(3)—The salary amendment
which had the administration's
fullest support and backing, did
poorly in the agricultural areas
of Western Kentucky areas
an appreciable bulk of the state'
Democratic votes lies. The Gen-
eral Assembly must wrestle with
the new salary limits to be grant-
ed under the nevi' 612,000 ceil-
ing, and the reetion may be a
silent factor in the 1951 voting.
(4)—There are reports that
there have been further meetings
in various sections of the state
among Democrats unfriendly to
Clements and that these meet-
ings were held to discuss the out-
look for the 1950 sensatorial ra-
ces. These reports are unconfirm-
ed, but indicate there are efforts
under way to develop an anti-
Clements organization, dream-
ing for a goal of "freezing" the
Governor out of the senatorial
primary.
IN THE 1947 ..Waterfield-
Clements race, the Governor
carried three of the 14 counties
of the First Congressional Dis-
trict, and lost it to Waterfield by
more than 17,000 votes.
In the 1948 sensatorial pri-
mary, the Governor backed Sen-
ator Virgil Chapman, who lost
the First District to John Y.
Brown, although - the margin of
Brown's victory in Waterfield's
home area was less than 1,000
votes. Waterfield was Brown's
campaign manager there.
On the salary amendment the
First Congressional District vot-
ed against it by more than a
margin of 3.000 votes, although
the amendment carried in four
of the 14 counties.
And in the Governors's own
home dist., the second Congress-
ional Dist. the salary amendment
failed by more than 6,000 votes.
In the Fourth District, it. failed
by more than 8,000 votes.
These election results have
been interpreted by some of the
Governor's political foes as signs
of weakness.
Therefore, if the Governor can
neutrali/e the First District
vote, it will greatly enhance hi,
position in the state.
REPORTS DRIFTING back to
Frankfort from the meeting of
State Representatives at Ken-
tucky Dam site that Hubbard
"had more votes than the Gov-
ernor" before the Governor let it
be known that he would back
Hanratty for the House majority
leadership.
Hubbard later indicated that
he would not make a contest
with Hanratty, although, accord-
ing to reports, Hubbard was ask-
ed by a number of Representa-
tives, including Waterfield, to
stay in the race.
The Governor held a coPfer-
ence with Hubbard and -.also
with a number of Hubbard's
backers. Toward the close of the
meeting, the Governor held a _
long conference with Doran and
Hanratty, and one of the factors
reportedly discussed was the
possibility that Waterfield would
seek to organize a group behind
him, working especially at re-










Phone 470 for Job Printing.
PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Sireets Fulton, Kentucky
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK wALTER V(W.LPEL
Licensed Funeral Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer Director and Embalmer




KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
A, Go OD COMPANIoN r•• •
/ 
i
goy gioiaty citing and Statertaininy!
When good companionship is the order of the
day bring along Bond & Lillard! Celebrate
this Christmas with the 93 proof Kentucky fa-




KENTUCKY W H iSKEY
—A BLEND
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N. Y. • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
• •
Again in 1949
MORE PEOPLE HAVE BOUGHT CHEVROLETS
than any other make
juSt as they have done during the total 19-year period 1931 to date!
-- FIRST
in passenger car sales
for '49*
FIRST
in passenger car soles
for all postwar years
FIRST
in total number of
cars on road today
FIRST
in truck sales for '49*
(Ovtlielling the next 2 molt. comb...4
THE men and women of America know value when they see
Consequently, they are purchasing more Chevrolet
passenger cars than any other make ... and more Chevrolet
trucks than the next two makes combined . . . thereby placing
Chevrolet first in sales this year, just as they have done for
the total 19-year period, 1931 to date.
Naturally, we and all Chevrolet dealers are deeply
appreciative of this overwhelming tribute of preference; and
we join with Chevrolet in pledging to do everything possible
to give you greater and greater value in the months and
years to come.
otttOtltif•f".,'
.1949 resvirs based On incomplete but conclusive nation-
wide regittration figures. All other facts listed here are based
go complete and official nationwide registration Agar..
FIRST
in passenger car sales
for total 19-year period,
1931 to dote
FIRST




110 Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
FIRST
in truck sales for
all postwar years
FIRST
in total number of
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. Good Quality..... imp „







Meeting Nights Are Changed To:
Officers' meeting, First & Third Friday Nites.
RegUlar Lodge meetings, second and fourth
Friday nights, each month.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:

























Depot Street "Buck Bushart" Fulton
Gregory Tells Paducahans
Of Experiences In Europe
Congressman Noble J. Greg-
ory, Mayfield, addressed the
Men-of-The Church last Thurs-
day evening at the First Presby-
terian Church in Paducah and
outlined the higtlights of his
recent European trip.
Making the trip at his own ex-
pense, the First District Con-
gressman said that he was able
to make observations that would
not have been possible had he
been a member of an, official
government committee.
Crossing on the Queen Eliz-
abeth, Congressman Gregory
went to London, Paris and Bar-
celonia and described in minute
detail all the personal happen-
ings of the voyage and events in
his travels on the continent.
Highlights of the trip was a 45- 4
minute interview with Francisco 4
Franco, Spanish dictator, at his
palace.
Mr. Gregory said that Franco
reminded him very much of a
"small-town mid-western bank-
er who owned b general store
down the street and only put on
his Sunday suit for board of di-
rector meetings and the visit of
the bank examiner."
"But Franco is very smart and
quick," he added. He pointed out
that Franco managed to stay
neutral during World War II but
reported that he is now well a-
ware of the Russian position as
a world power and that he is do-
ing everything to fight Commun-
ism. "In Spain Communists are
, ferreted out and killed on many
I occasions," he said. Franco wants







Don't Wait to Give Her a
LANE—Come in Nowl




No. 2360 ton Santes shod-
der)—Big 48.inch chest com-
bines Walnut Stump and
matched American Ga'aLnut,





Christmas ... and there, hist as
she's always dreamed ... her Lane
Cedar Hope Chest! A gift so beau-
tiful, so sentimental, and so prac-
tical, too! LANE is the only pres-
sure-tested Aroma-Tight Chest
made! Moth Protection Guarantee
with every Lane Chest.
There's a Lane for every room
in the home. All have Lane's ex-
clusive features! Choose from our
complete Lane collection now.







holiday season for sportsmen.
That new shotgun or casting
rod or tackle box may be under
the Christmas tree when you get
up Christmas morning. And
what a surpfise it will be.
It's a funny thing about Santa,
but he has a way of knowing
what outdoormen like to get in
those big, beautifully packages
under the brightly decorated
tree.
Ties or dressing robes or slip-
pers! Sure, sportsmen appreci-
ate them as gifts on Chnstmas,
but to really please a fisherman
or hunter how about a new tap-
ered fly line for fishing or a
pair of fine, lightweight hunting
boots.
Old Whiskers knows this, too,
but occasionally he's not quite
sure just which items of outdoor
gear he should bring each sports-
men from his headquarters at the
north pole. So I've worked out a
little scheme for my house each
Christmas that works something
similar to this. About now, I
start dropping a few hints here
and there, I say to my wife, "You
know, I. think I'll write Santa a
letter and tell him my old fly
rod probably won't last another
season and that I sure could use
a new one," or "My hunting
boots are badly in need of re-
pairs; I guess I'd better take
them to the shoe shop."
Remember, too, that Christmas
is giving as well as receiving.
How about getting a few little
gifts for the farmer, his wife
and children, where you have






































his family will appreciate your 4
thoughtfulness and you can
cement a stronger bond of
friendship that will lead to bet-





YOU'LL FIND THAT THEY,
ARE HEALTH-iNDUCING!
t- //zit.
CHEST No 2216 fir/Ireful design that $c095
harmonizes NY oth any nethognny style. sf 7
Tray included. WATCH TOR Ifflf-PINTS
IMO GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY 11 11111"/"YilFulton Pure Milk Co.,
















Nationally - advertised IN-
TERWOVEN, JERKS, and
COOPERS SOX, shorts or
regular lengths, ribbed,
plain, plaid and others. '
Nationally - Advertised
Accessories







Opera style, leather lined,
hand lasteoy, teathersoles.
Sizes 6 to 12
$5.00
S. now but "the bank was closed
on my visit."
Gregory visited many indust-
rial sites in Spain and pointed
out their urgent 'need for raw
materials and how their inter-
national credit is so poor that
getting these needed raw mater-
ials looks like ,an impossibility.
The Congressman was intro
duced by Murray K. Rogers,
president of the men's organiza-
tion, who presided at the meet-
ing in which a)lpout 100 members




Watches, °locks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-












For Ambulance Service Day or Night
PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member el:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Ammelation, hoe
rag ACM MC bit sicticestiscacisciaciailacsu maciaciatimmilititt Kamm mai sit sicncsit sit scanimileaditimiamiaciaine
LITTLE CLOTHINGCOMPANY
at 414 LAKE STREET .... HAS
a man could ask for!
. . . and DOES ask for, if you please! Ties, shirts, sweaters,
pajamas may not seem original--but they're just what he
wants! Your gift is sure to make a hit if you choose from theSe
nationally-advertised solid standbys at LITTLE'S!
GIFT TIES
Nation al I y - advertised
WEMBLEY, BOTANY, AR-
ROW and REGALAIRE in
the season's smart stripes,











Hyde Park Suits $55 up
Curlee and Sewell
SUITS
Today's best suit values for
the money. You'll like the







White Shirts also stripes
and fancy patterns in
brands you know and can














Cape skins, Pix-tex, Pig





Made bY Botany and
Courtleigh
GIFT OVERCOATS
Surprise HIM on Christmas with













100 percent all vic 1 V-
neck, crew-neck, sleei _less,
long sleeve, pullover and
zoat styles.
$4.00 to $9.50
Nunn - Bush and
Portage Slices
;mart, distinctive,''made by
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WATER VALLEY ;
Odell Puckett
Edgar Rhodes has returned toig
b is home in Detroit a
fter spend-i 4
ing some time with his 
wite lg




Mr. and Mrs. Harley Newton o
f V
SL Louis are visiting M
r. and
Mrs. Edd Roberts.
The Ladies Auxiliary of 
the V
American Legion held their 
re- 4
gular meeting Monday nigh
t at
the Legion Hall. A good attend-
ance was present.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mu
rphy
of Fulgham spent Sunday
 with
her mother. Mrs. Carl 
Cooley.
Rev. John E. Weir. Sr., of 
Pa-
dUcah closed a series of rev
ival
services at the Methodist 
church
V:ednesday night w:th seven 
ad-
ditions to the chereh.
Rev. and Mrs. J. T. Drace 
and
children of Fulton and Rev. and
Mrs. Sheppard were Monday w
night supper gues-es of Mr. and 
w
'Mrs. Dick Childress and boys. g
Mrs. Harold Puckett. Mrs. V
Leon Charlton, Mrs. Neal Mc-
 V
Alister and Odell Puckett shop- 
4
ped in Mayfield Thursday after V
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Haffard McMist•
er have returned to their home V
in Detroit after visiting, his par- V
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Alister, other relatives a, ,1
friends.
Mrs. Eura Hall and Jearlene'
Hall spent the weekend in Pa-
ducah with their daughter a
sister, Miss Wanda Hall. 
s.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal McAlister
.V
and children spent Sunday with
 j
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob-




Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Harris visit-
.ed his fattier, Mr. and Mrs. G 
W
Harris, Saturday and while them
they just turned on ar.c1 killed
bogs. My guess is that L. A. will
visit them again soon.
Uncle Tom Bynum is still on
the mend_ He had his 8Ist onto 
if
-day December 1. Happy birth- V
Tom Puckett is not doing very
day, uncle Tom.
good. He has been bed fast ever 
V
since last spring.
Birk McClain attended court at. 4
Dresden last week. He W33 tesel
if the grand jury men. V
Lauel Puckett spent his vaca-
ion with his parents, Mr and
: Ars. Willie Puckett. Lauel has
laid a job in Detroit for the paiti
two years. g
Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison 4
were in Fulton Saturday Christ- 4
1111/13 shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams
Detroit, Cliff Blalock ar.d
Parker of Murray, spent tn.-
with Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Mr V
Clain Wednesday. We sure en g
joyed the day together. M.- V
-Williams is-the forrnoe Hazel Me 4
V
I guess tobacco stripping 
will 4
be the order of the day as
 we 4
have a good season if it doesn't LI
loin off to6 cold There has been
scarcely any tobacco stripped in II
this neighborhood so far.
Mrs. Willie Cook is in the!
hospital in Memphis. She is be-
ing treated for spinal trouble.
D. A. Mathis is surely pre-
paring for winter. He had five,
hands cutting wood with a cut-1
off saw Saturday.
I am the way, the truth, and
the life: no man cometh unto thy I
Father, but by me.--Christ Jesus!
V
V
We are headquarters for top noe-tt V
values in Paint, Enamel, Viat-sh.
Clean up Aids and other palreinq 21,
necessities. We hove a Pittslienth
Paint for every type surface. Come a







"Co4or Dyfrorrorr• for Your Nemo"





e nicest ittsander the t-tv
Come From KASNOW'S






THIS IS A REGULAR $8.95















▪ print in background
af pink or b lue....















who star in oll
in fashion choose Bee r‘, . „
because Bee Hots score ;I style,
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PARFAY COAT $35.00
PARFAY SUIT $35.00
LOMA LEEDS DRESSES - -
$8.95 & $14.95
HOUSE SHOES $1.98 & $2.98
LADY DORETTA NYLON




98c 1.98 - 2.'98
GAB. TOPti )AT $28.95
COVERT TOPCOAT $21.95
DRESS SUIT $30.95 to $37.95
Pajamas $2.50 to $3.95
GIFT TIES $1.00 & $1.50
SIR WILLIAM SHIRTS
Tailored by Block, White
broadcloth with AIRWAY col-
lar, GUARANTEED to out-
last the body of the shirt.
ONLY __ _ $2.98
Other BLOCK shirts in fancy





in large s izes... of
f ine mult i-filament
crepe with delicate
A lencon lace trim.. .. in
aoft pastel colors....
pink, blue, nile, or-














Go in the "Rodeo" In colors
bright as a dude-ranch
show...really GRAND
at a price so low!









GIVE HER GIVE HIM
THOUSANDS OF OTHER ITEMS N
OT MENTIONED SUCH AS







.,011 111 11111,11. IMelY
fie.dr ion-right

















































































Mr. and Mrs. George Drew of I
Detroit and Mrs. Jim Hutcher-
son visited Mrs. DFCW'S fatheri
Morton Williams, who is ill in !
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Mrs. Vodie Hardin will leave
F'riday for St. Louis to snend the
holidays with her daughtdr, Mrs.
Irvin Waterstreet and family."
Billy Homra has arrived from I
Page 5
Peabody School in Nashville to
spend the holidays with ai; por-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie hoinra.!
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sanford!
are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
James Nanney and family
Washington, D. C. .
Mrs. Mary Carr Johnson, vk,Im
fell ae.,! iiroke her hip last wee...,
is a pa; ent in Campbell's c
in Memphis,
fr/ 
FULTON, KENTUCKY, CHRISTMAS, P
Bank of Good Fellowship
CLT ON , KENTUCKY
365 Days of Happiness, Health









ON some cars, it might not be suchstandout news.
But when you read the price tags on this
smart and sizable Buick SPECIAL of
1950-
When you listen to the throaty baritone
of the big Fireball valve-in-head
straight-eight engine that fills its
bonnet -
When you feel its lift and surge on the
road, sample the soft smoothness that's
yours with coil springs on all four
wheels (and wide Safety-Ride rims as
well) -
When you see how neatly this beauty
slips into pocket-siie parking places,
avoids "locked-horn" tangles, and
and only 9975°°
threads its way through traffic-
When you take in its roominess, see its
wide outlook, picture yourself traveling
in the sleek, taper-fender styling that
calls the turn on the smartest fashions
for 1950-
When you hear some of the miles-per-
gallon figures happy owners of this
beauty are reporting-
Man alive, this stands out as a
bargain that says "Grab me
quick!"
Actually, dealers have trouble
Tune HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Ne/A.ork, every Mo,rday
IC** KkY TO GRfArtR Waif
4,11
•
keeping this particular model of the 1950
SPECIAL on hand. Quick action may be
able to nail one for you-or a six-
passenger model in 2-door or 4-door
body-type.
Why not see your dealer now-a-1
start the New Year as a Buick owner at
a cost that's less than for some sixes?
This 
stunning, fresh-lined3-possenger 1950 
SPECIALCoupe delivers as shown for
Stale and local taxes extra. Prices subject to change
without notice. Frices moy vary shghtiy in 
adjoiningcommwohes due to sh,ppov charges.
DZITILFLOW PRICE'
REDUCED $40.00All I950 Buick SPECIALS ore available with DynonowDrive
 as optional 
equipment, at o pnce now $40.00
lower. This price reduction cdso applies on SUPER modelsdelivered after December 1,1949.
Phone your BUICK dealer for a demonstration-Bight Newt
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
Friday, December 16, 1949. The Fulton County Nrws. Fulton. Kentucky
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Old Man Winter Is blowing his frigid breath all
over this Weather Record Map, which gives you
an Idea of what kind of weather you may have in
December by averaging U. S. Weather Bureau




I thank the Lord Jesus I am
yet alive. My health is tine but
I am some what has lost my ap-
petite and has used some medi-
cine that was broadcast that say
it would sure give you and ap-
petite and taken it according to
direction and it haven done me
no good. I decided to take my
case to Jesus and I know that I
will receve my appetite. The
medicine was taking is call
Pepti
We are having sonic rainy
weather here now. It.started Rat_
tirday but it is not cold. T got
throngh picking Thanksgiving
dav 'and Inv 1.iisbmid had it hat,'
to ..the gin Friday and when it
W DS gin he had a settliment and
he COM(' and Vt• 7111. my part
and when he done that he said to
me. Honey, I am eking. to move
I said to him. Babe, you ain't
mad, is you? He Lsay, no, then I
said. alright. I ask him what
time is you aiming to move and
he said to mc. about nine
o'clock. I said, you come at that
hour, I will be here any later
than that I will be at the depot,
I am going to Cleveland and if
I don't be there you know your
things from mine. When I come
front Cleveland he wa.s gone. He
move Thursday and married Sat-
urday night. For that cause he
had his wife already picked out.
But I will tell you this one
thing when a man surprise me
that is when he do right so I
won't marry no more unless he
dies before I do. I thought as we
both was old we could live to-
50 and mores years. When the Old Man sneezes
icicles (Winter officially begins Dec. 21), it's wise
to keep the old car's spirits high with an anti-rust
anti-freeze like Super-Pyro, the stuff that keeps
the bus from getting a hole cracked in its head.
I
1 gether until death. He was 68 Morton Williams is a patient
1 and I was 65 but he was a young .
here yet and I am doing fine. 
got pinhisthe Baptist Hospital in hlem-
old man. But I'm not worried in
the least. Cold weather ain't
So be of good cheer God is in the
plan. Jesu., watches, he is the
master of this house.
A BUSINESSMAN'S
PRAYER
Help me, Oh Lord, to remem-
ber that three feet make one
yard, sixteen ounces one pound
and sixty minutes one hour. Help
me to do business on the square.
Make• me sympathetic with the
fellow wh(i,,Jiiis broken in the
strugile. Keep ine from taking
ail unfair advantage of the weak,
or from selling my self resptct
for a profit. BI nd my eyes lin
the potty faults-of others. but re-
veal to mi• my own. Deafen rrry
ears to the rustle of unholy
skirts, and help ow to live. day
by day, in such a wr,y. that I
shall be able to look across the
table at my wife, who has been
such a blessing to me. and have
nothing to conceal.
And when comes the sound of
low music, the scent of sweet
flowers; and the crunch of foot-
steps on the gravel. make the
ceremony short, and the epitaph
simple - "Here lies a man . . .
one who was of service to
others."
Mrs. J. C. Olive and Mrs. L. F.
Brown spent ,Saturday in Union
City shopping.,_
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak,
Mrs. Stella Yates, Mrs. Elizabeth
Milner and Alf Hornbeak visit-





Add new cheer to a room .in 
your home with our
modern, colorful wallpaper. Surpris
e HER by having
a room done over as a little 
token of thoughtfulness
this Christmas.
See our splendid patterns 
now; let us help you
arrange this most pleasant gift, that





224-228 Fourth Street Fulton, Kentucky
When better automobiles' are betil.t BUICK trill build them 
Frith
P a gc 6 The Fulton County 
News. Fultan, Kentucky
Should She Believe in Santa
Claus - - - A Story for Parents
By Demetrius Manousos
Ed's Note: Vl'e believe the fol-
lowing story will strike a res.!
ponsive chord in parents at this
time of the year, for many reas-
ons.
Dear Ronnie:
So you are alreaGy worrying
whether you should let Judy
May believe there is a Santa
Claus. I don't blame you. It's
tough question — especially to-
day with so many children be-
lieving in good Saint Nick and !
so few parents believing in the
Christ Child. Thank God, with
j•ou it is only the bewhiskerecl
d _ h • t oblem
The two beliefs are closely
connected. In fact, they can be
tragically connected. The old
pastor whom I assist on week-
ends told me that when he, as
a little boy, discovered there was
no Santa Claus it hit him pretty
hard. That day he knelt in the
church and wondered if his par-
ents had been kidding him about
that, too.






Thcre's still many an old- /
time country store in Kentucky
with its pot-bellied iron stove and
the nearby sawdust box. Here, on
wintry days, men still gather to contemplate the passing scene with under-
standing and pithy phrase. Settin"round the Stove is a traditional form
of companionship and relaxation.
TRADITIONS
Y•s, and beer is a tradition in Kentucky, tool
!Ate this old-time custom of Settin"round the SION e, BEER BELONGS in
Kentucky. Since men first gathered around a fire for pleasant conversation
they have found beer, the beverage of moderation, a friendly companion.
Copyrigbt, 1999, Kentucky Division. I.'. S. Breu.ffs Foundation
deeper and more delicate than
we think. Let's not play with it.
Should you, then, tell Judy
May there is no Santa Claus
right from the start? No. First of
all, it's not true. There is a Santa
Claus. Saint Nicholas of Myra
(vvhose name we condense into
"Santa Claus" today) lived and
died in the fourth century. To-
day he is in heaven, and is just
as real as you or I or little Judy
May herself.
Secondly, it's natural for chil-
dren to believe in things like
Santa Claus. There are children
who have been convinced from
an early age that Santa is a hoax.
I was one of them. Such little
brats go about With insufferable
conceit, pitying all their deluded
playmates. Most children, how-
ever, want to believe in Santa
Claus (Don't most grown - ups,
too? Look at the quiz shows.)
At one school the teacher, told
the first graders that it• was
wrong to believe in Santa Claus.
He didn't exist. You can imagine
Mommie's consternation when
Johnnie came home with the
news. But the teacher's pro-
nouncement was all in vain. The
children just would not believe





Office Over City National Bank
Phone 61
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
LIST OR BUY WITH US!










































NURRE, RINSWANGER MIRRORS PREMIER VACUUM CLEANERS
_Roots of Culture rg°4°/,,,,,,Z
Friday, December 16, 1949
CHR/STAMS OR/6/NS
01/k CHRISTA/AS TREE STEMS PAW THE ANCIENT NORSE
CUSTOM Of BORN/N6 A 6/ANT EVER6REENTREE,#To














quite clearly that she thought
she was crazy. Faith is sealed
in the will, you know.
I think children should be al-
lowed to find out the truth a-
bout Santa just the way they are
supposed to learn where babies
come from. In fact, the question
of Santa .Claus gives you a good
chance to 'practice ahead of time
that delicate operation of teach-
ing Judy May the truths of life
healthfully and withott dis-
tortion. If you can introduce her
naturally to the facts of Christ-
mas and Santa Claus. I don't
think you will have much
trouble teaching her the facts of
birth and reproduction.
The trick is to stick to the
truth and to let Judy May see
more and more of the truth as
she becomes ready for it. There
should be no fibs and no jarring
discovery that her parents were
not telling the truth.
The first couple of Christmases
won't cause you much trouble.
You'll hide all the presents and
Judy May will suddenly find
herself rich on Christmas morn-
ing. She won't give a darn where
they came from. Visitors will
crow and chortle and oh and ah
over her. and make remarks like
"Oh, look what Santa brought
you"! and "Wasn't Santa Claus
good to you this year!"
Don't worry about it. Let her
•ssociate this annual abundance
with good Saint Nick. There's a
mine of truth in the association.
How did the good old bishop
of Myra envolve into our Santa
Claus?
Saint Nicholas got his gift-giv-
ing reputation because of his
Christian charity, and he practi-
ced that charity because God
gave Himself to and for us. In
other words, Christmas is the
reason for Saint Nicholas, and
it's very fitting that he is the pa-
tron saint of gift giving on the
day when God gave us the great-
testrof all gifts.
By her third or fourth Christ-
mas, Judy May is going to devel-
op a very personal interest • in
this Santa Claus, and it will be
about time for you to let her
know what an interesting guy hc
is. Like many old saints, he
didn't bother to leave us much
of a biography. But what we do
know is interesting enough, and
will be plenty for Judy May.
SYPHILIS CURED EASILY
Like any other disease, the
earlier syphilis is found and
treated, the easier it can be cur-
ed. Painless, rapid treatment is I
now available from prwate phy- '
sicians and the local health de-
partment. Get a blood test to-
day.
SYPHILIS SYMPTOMS
Body rash, persistent sore
throat, headache and fever. and
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30 Walnut Street Phone 1252
"Fulton's FRIENDLY Loan Service
•
signs of syphilis. For your own
mental and physical assurance,
consult a private physician or
the Health Department today P-




T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Phone 1597 Union City, Teen.
mtir(04/ t
root RW:0
Set 01 Shave I mina. Talc
and Cologne—H.00 plus las
A handsome gift that's sure to be handsomely appreciated
by the man who gets it: Sportsman Grooming Essentials
are tops in quality and performance. When you give
Sport.roan you're giving wisely.
LITTLE CLOTHING COMPANY
414 LAKE STREET FULTON
• ITS -ALL WHISKEY
• Its Straight Whiskey







At Your Favorite Package Store
"You'll be Glad Tomorrow
You bought Straight Whiskey today"
Iven her





"Sue was as thrilled as a kid when we had an Extension
Telephone put in our bedroom. It certainly is a big help to her
in running the house — makes the work go faster — saves
trips up and down stairs — is so handy when someone's ill or
when she's bathing the hahy. I feel a lot safer about Sue when
I'm out of town now that shc has a telephone close at hantC"s,
for emergencies."
One or more'Extension Telephones can now he installed in
your home at surprisingly low cost. Just call the itusiness
Office today.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
•
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Generous Fultonians Give for C hristmas Lights
When civic pride awells in the
hearts of Fultonians at the sight
of the beautiful Christmas decor-
. ations on downtown street, they
will have the following mer-
chants, civic clubs, and business-
men to thank for the Christmas
spirit and the "lights that shine












Enjoy good radio re-
ception these cold win-
try evening of the next
three months. Let our
expert service depart-
ment replace faulty
parts, and restore your

















City Drug Co. $15.00.
W. V. Roberts & Son $15.00.
L. Kasnow $15.00.
Smith's Cafe $15.00.
Little Clothing Co. $12.50.
Firestone Store $12.50.
Goodwin Billiard Hall $10.00.





T. Boss Neely $10.00.
Fulton Hardware & Furniture
Company $10.00.
Evans Drug Store $10.00.
Fry Shoe Store $10.00.
Warren Jewelry Store $10.00.




City Coal Co. $10.00.
Paul Nailling Imp. Co. $10.00.
H. H. Bugg Grocery $10.00. -
Gra..ham Furniture Co. $10.00.
A & P Grocery $10.00.
King Motor Co. $10.00.




it goes right to the seat of the tremble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronthial
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or V111.1 are to have vour money back.
CREOMULSION
f or Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
The Lord Himself shall descend from Heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the Archangel,
and with the trump of God: and the dead in
Christ shall rise first.
ACSAMSYSI,CSICSIOALMOSIONCONAMS: f•in:SiCe•C f•41.CAC f.:::!•:5:?•:.!•::•1
"Behold, He cometh will, clouds, and every
eye sh( ll see Him."
vmnxmmmmmummItsnmvmmxxxxxmammnxxx
I urge everyone to serve the True God: and




Irby's Fashion Shop $10.00.




Fulton Daily Leader $10.00.
Copk & Gourley $10.00.
Exchange Furn. Co. $10.00.
Happy's Liquor $10.00.
Fulton Paint & Glass $10.00.
Joyner's Liquor 210.00.
McDade Furn. Co. $10.00.
Bob White Motor Co. $10.00.
Atkins Motor Co. $10.Q_O.
Clyde Fields Ser. Sta. r10.00.
Coffee Shop $10.00.
Main tSt. Barber Shop $10.00.
Bennett Electric $10.00.
Huddleston Hardware $10.00•
Fall & Fall $10.00.
Fulton Theatre $10.00.
Bert's Shoe Store $10.00.
Carter & Rice $10.00.
Clarice Shop $10.00.
Franklin's Store $10.00.
Scott's Floral Shop $10.00.
Boaz & Hester $10.00.
Pepsi-Cola Co. $10.00. •
Airlene Gas Co. $10.00.
B. & B. Supply Co. $10.00.
P. T. Jones & Son $10.00.
Fulton Pure Milk $7.50.
Wick's Cafe $5.00.
Owl Drug Co. $5.00.
West Ky. Auto Store $5.00.
M. & J. Market $5.00.
DeMyer's Market $5.00.
Sawyer Market $5.00.
Williams Hdwe. Co. $5.00.
Fulton County News $5.00.
Buck Bushart $5.00.
Fulton Elec. & Furn. Co $5.00.
Orpheum Theatre $5.00.




The Army is offering for the
first time WAC commissions to
qualified women college gradu-
ated from accredited colleges or
universities, who aspire to ap-
pointment in the Women's Army
Corps, Regular Army. Prior mili-
tary training is not required.
Applicants will be appointed
initially as second lieutenants in
the Women's Army Corps Sec-
tion, Organized Reserve Corps,
with subsequent tender of Regu-
lar Army appointment if select-
ed at the completion of basic
courses. •
The eligibility qualifications
are: Age 21 to 27, must have a
baccalaureate degree- from an
accredited college on nniversity,
be unmarried and have no de-




Early symptoms of syphillis
disappear WITHOUT treatment
in ten to twenty days, but the
deadly germ has then only be-
gun its harrnful work deep with-
in the body. 15amage to the nerv-
ous system which cannot be re-
paired is the inevitable result if
syphilis is untreated. For you
your family's protection, get a
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Whether it is a diamond, watch, ring or some other gift of
beauty and charm, you will find our store filled with gifts that
will bring happiness and apgreciation to the receiver of one













Hamilton, Elgin, Longines-Wittnauer, and Bulo Ara Watches for Ladies and Gentlemen
OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT - - - NEVER UNDERSOLD
USE OUR LAY - AWAY PLAN
Walaefrif4lewehit &cp.



















Jones Auto Parts $5.00.
Ky Motor Co. $5.00.
O. K. Laundry $5.00.
Forrester Shoe Shop $5.00.
Bennett Drug Store $5.00.
Atkins Ins. Agency $5.00.
Andrews Jewelry Co. $5.00.




Dallas Produce Co. $5.00.
Jones Super Market $5.00.
Southern State Coop
Store $5.00.
Taylor's Used Cars $3.00.
LaCharme Beauty Salon $2.00.
Smallman Tin Shop $2.00.
Glenn ViaHMI- $2.00.
Nick's Barber Shop $1.00.
Ben Barber $1.00.
Pauline Yates $1.00.
W. H. Roper $1.00.
Harry Rucker $1.00.
The Grill $1.00.
Mrs. S. P. Moore Co. $1.00.
Jones & Grooms $5.00.
Page 3
Ky Ildw. & Imp Co.$10.00.
Kramer Lumber Co. $5.00.
Friendly Finance Co. $10.00.
City of Fulton $500.00.









do it for you.
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)






ITS 100 H.P. V-8 ENGINE PURRS QuAcrry
It's an engine that's as powerful as a herd of reindeer
—and as silent as the night before Christmas! Yes,
, Ford offers you the only 100 b.p. engine—the only
V..8 engine—in the low-price field. Yet the '50 Ford.
with this engine, sells for less than most Sixes.
IT'S THE ONE FINE CAR
IN THE LOW-PRICE FIELD
With Ford's quality-car power, you get quality-ear
"feel," too! For Ford's "Hydra-Cotl" and "Para-Flex"
Springs make the bunitas feel like they aren't there--.
and Ford's "Mid Ship ' Ride is as smooth as silk.
From its soft foam rubber front seat to its beautiful
baked-on-fmish. Ford leads its field in quality.
SEE...FEEL...
and HEAR the difference
at your FORD DEALER'S
SYPHILIS WIDESPREAD A cord of seasoned wood will
During 1948, 338,141 cases of give as much heat as a ton of
syphilis were reported as dis- coal, and leave about one-quarcer
covered and treated. the amuunt of ashes._ 
He Travels Best Who
ltravels Refreshed
.1sk for it either wav h
trade-marks mean the Jame thmg.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA•COLA COMPANY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
1949, The Coca-Cola Company
'White sideseall tires available at extra costi
NEW "HUSHED" RIDE, TO01
Drive a '50 Ford and you'll notice quiet that whispers
quality. The powerful V-8 engine whispers while it
works. And doors, roof, and body panels are "sound
conditioned" against road noises. Even the 13-way
stronger "Lifeguard" Body adds to the quiet. But
drive it yourself and see why no other car delivem
so much for your money.
J.V. CASH MOTOR COMPAN`i
Fulton, Kentucky
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky 
Friday, December 16, 1949.
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George L. Casey of Lynnville,
Mr. •and Mrs. Glydel Reaves of
Murray Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Ws- Ig
Neil and daughter, Amarillia of
Wingo, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mor-
ris and children. Mary Nell,
James David, Betty and Julia
Ann of Pilot Oak, Mrs. Eula
Norman of Detroit, Chester Mel-
vin of Winter Haven, Florida
and the honor guest, W, H. Mor-
Can you tell me anything about I ris and Mrs. Morr
is.
him. Mrs. Norman 
Goodwin, Mrs N
Mrs. J . M. John Yates and Mrs. B. G. Lowry 4
Dear Mrs. J. M.: shopped Monday in 
Mayfield.
I suggest you have a talk 
with Your son is all right, but he 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive and
her. Your writing shows you 
are is in Chicago instead of De- ch
ildren were guests of Mr. and *
the jealous type person. 
Maybe troit. He is working and where Mrs
.-R. S. Gossum and boys,
Sunday evening.
this is just your idea, as I 
do
think she is true to you. I coul
d
be wrong, but I don't think so.
Dear Patricia:
I am a girl 15 years old. I quit
school last year. I want a job but
I can't get one because I'm no
t
old enough. I have a chance tr,
marry. lie i, 29 years old, but I
don't lOve him. What would you
do if you v.-ere me.
B.•T.
Dear B. T.:
If I were a girl 15 years old
1 woulr! go hack io school 
and
got myself an education, so when
1 did old enough to work 
I
would have enough education.
As for this 29 year old boy friend
I would forget him first. He is
too old. Second you don't love
hirn. Third, you are too young to
marry. -so go back to school and
get yourself the education that
you need.
Dear Patricia:
.Can you tell me if the person
you said gave my dog ground
glass, and who you said lives
next to me, has a last name that
he works, I see a lot of food, so
it's either in a cafe or a grocery
store.
P. L.
Write Patricia Latane your
problems. Her remarkable insight
into the lives of Fultonians is
truly unbelievable. She answers
only through the columns of the
News, and not by personal in-
terview or letter.
PILOT OAK
mrs. B. G. Lowry
W. H. Morris, was honored re-
cently at his home with a sur-
nri-4, birthday dinner. Many gifts
v..--re received and a lovely buf-
fet dinner was served from a tab-
le centered with a large birthday
cake.
Those attending were Rev. W.
Maffitt and Mrs. Maffitt" of
Jackson. Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Duke Mayfield and children.
Sarah Jane and Tommy, Mrs.
Carl Doulhitt of Mayfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Martin Moon and so
n,
Charles of Fulton, Mrs. Edward
Morris, Calvin Morris, Mr. and
Mrs. Lynwood Morris and
daughter, Deadra Lynn, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates, Mr. a°
and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mrs. B.
G. Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. Willie w
Yates, Billy Yates, Jean Yates w
and Jimmie Yates were Sunday w
guests of Mr. Burnie Yates in
Mayfield.
Mrs. Emma Grissom is in De-
troit spending the winter with
her children.
Mrs. Hershel Floyd has re-
turned home after visiting her
husband who is employed in
Lansing, Mich.
tuck Gordon, Junior Casey
and Robert Waggoner visited
Jimmie Lowry Sunday evening
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
Jimmie, Mr. and Mrs. Vetsal
Colthrop and Martha attended
the basketball game at South
Fulton Friday evening.
Christianity is not a theory or
speculation, but a life; not a
philosophy of life, but a life and
a living process. - Coleridge.
The only way to realize that
we are God's children to let
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built-up heels. Maroons V




. with an insurance policy guaranteeing that
, ?, sturdy areoplane-cloth collar will out- t2
the shirt!. I•astrous, smooth, white
broadcloth
Stripes and fancy patterns, $2.95
WINGS SPORT SHIRTS in washable ra- $3.95
von gabardine: holiday colors
"EN'S E;',W BROADCLOTH SHIRTS ; $1.95
whites and fancies
MEN'S GIFT ROBES
Rayon-lined satin in maroons and $18.00
blues; small, medium, large
Rayon broacades and stripes; maroon si0.95
and blue; small, medium, large
Gabardines in maroon, blue, red;
small, medium, large
Other robes in cotton and
wool
QUADRIGA CLOTH E &W PAJAMAS
$9.95
$5.98 t° $1 ▪ 98
Fancy patterns and stripes. t") fiti and t2 Go (
Coat style; sizes a, b, c, d 4L.70 4J.70
Men's E&W Rayon Pajamas; $4 ▪ 95 and $7.95stripes and florals
Leather gift billfolds $2.95 to $4.95
Leather gift belts   .. 98c to $2.00
GIFT SOX in anklet or regular lengths, rayon ‘1
or nylon stripes. Attractively gift packaged two
pair to the box. Per box __ 98c to $1.49
* •




I am a nian 27 years old 
and
I in love with my 
wife, but
I think she is going•With 
some-
one else. What must I do?
W. S.
Dear W. S.:
FT IDEAS t°r HIM
-AT Hulk MO 
CHRISIITIRS STORE 41/A0
P"'
,t2gd LIS with an "H."
R. B.
Dear R. B.:
It is either an "H" on an "N,"
can't make out which is cor-
rect.
Dear Miss Latane: ,
I wish I could ft out where
my son is. He left ome on ti,s.
way to Detroit to find work /and




Genuine pigskin and capeskin;
gauntlet style; sizes 8 - 11
$3.95 and $1.95









FT IDEAS f°r HER •*





Rayons 'and wools; solid
!colors & fancy patterns
$1.19 to $2.98
Mens' House Shoes
Of the many lovely ways to say "Merry
Christmas" to a lovely lady . . . we think
there is nothing quite so endearing as that
special gift with a personal touch. Here are
highlights from ROBERTS sparkling col-
lection ... earmarked for very special per-
sons!
.4 Thrilling Gift! Lady Doretta
GOWN AND NEGLIGEE SETS
Rayon jersey in pink, blue or white; wide lace trim.
Sizes 32 - 40.
SET - $9.98
Jersey negligee-satin gown sets
Crepe negligee-satin gown sets
A Personal Gift!
QUILTED ROBES
Solid colors and floral designs
$8.95 $10.98 $12.98
Satin quilted brunch coats in black.
white, pastels . 29.98
"Kermess" nrinted rayon crepes, lace
trimmed. Pink or blue; sizes 12-20-41.95
Chenille robes; all pastel




KIDS, in lolack or -brown
$3.98 And $4.98
SUEDES. in popular colori
98c to $1.98
FANCY WOOL KNITS in
white and colors
98c to $1.49
LADIES HANDBAGS are a
popular gitt: suedes and
leather in black, brown,
green, grey
$2.98 and $3.98
A COLORFUL GIFT! Satin
brocaded house shoes. Elas-
tic or closed backs. Blue,












.1 II. derma' Gift.'
BANNER GIRL PAJAMA SETS
PicUire-Ootth Tiolltt-tilainent crepe, trim-
med with lace. Powder blue, wed pink, frosty white; $3.98
sizes 32 - 40.
'Sleepy Sue" Satin Lounge Pajama Sets
Solid satin stripes or combination colors. Nationally advertis-
ed $3.98 and $4.911
LOUNGING PAJAMAS in rayon jersey;
sets or floml designs
A Flattering Gift!
Lady Leona Gowns
Lace trimmed or plain
crepes and satins. White,
pink, blue; sizes 32-42.
$3.98 and S4.98
Others, SI.98 and S2.98
Banner Girl Bed Jackets in
satin, lace-trimmed. Blue,






Crepe, lace-trimmed. In pastel abides.
or plain tailored I-gore satin in pink
or white; sizes 32-40 . 41.19
Four-gore crepe or satin in white and
rearoce. ailored or lace trim, sizes
. $1.9132-44
BANNER GIRL plkin tailored and
lace-trimmed; 4 gore  or satin;
3b21u.e,44 black, tearuse, white; sizes
BANNER GIRL crepe, wide lace :ins.",
4-gore; white, tearose, black, blue;





What greater thrill on Christmas
morn than to open the box . . . .
and there . . . sheer, clear and
sparkling . . . . lovely Claussner
nylons. Each pair with personal-
ized proportions to insure per-





Pure silk scarfs in fancy
colors and floral designs.
$1.49 and $1.69
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Men's Colorful
Nu - Way Ties
Smart stock of solid
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